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Stereopticon Talks.
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Mains Charitable Mechanic Association.
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Wc are prepared to show a Si e of GENT’S NIGHT
SHIRTS in the best quality.
These goods are made'in connection with our famous “SENATOR” SHIRTS, and are of the same quality
of cloth, and same perfect workmanship.
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Books in Fine Bindings.

Full GiltGoethe’s Original German Text C
vols., 8vo, Russia Full Gilt,
Schiller’s Complete Works, 6 vols.,
12mo, 1-2 Turkey, Full
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Dickens. 15 vols.,
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Ward’s Poets, 4 vols.,
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25 00
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13 vols.,
16 25
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25 00
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Hudson’6 Shakespeare, 6 vols.,
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Trollope, 27 vols.,
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Bartlett’s Revolution,
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Sunday Magazine,
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Early Mankind,
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Historic Americans.
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entirely New Patterns.
to 5 yds.
They will he sold at just one-half the

Hmssels,

Tapestry
all
and
Lengths from
regular price.

1

Bear in mind an opportunity lihe this is rarely offered in this city.
There is only a limited quantity of these, so come early to secure
We will be open to-day.
the choicest patterns.
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Garden, Flower, Uird Seeds,

one an

Present Free

a

99 cts.
Present Free
99 cts.

Roe’s

and

2 novels in one

H. M S. PINAFORE.
Cast, Ideal Chorus
and Ideal Orchestra.

Special Scenery,

Ideal

Tickets 50, 75 and $1.00. Sold at StockhridgCs
Music Store, Monday morning, February 27th. at 9
feb24 dtd
o’clock.

Gilbert's

OUR
KNOX
SIXJEE^

■

HATS

ONE
Ladies’ Sandal Bubbei's only 25 cents.

Lot

LADIES’
of Ladies’ Pebble
rausT"t5C tw*a-4«~- mrrisv • o hi n iru
for Spring Goods. Widths AA, A, J3, C and D.

| Goat Hutton

Tlrursday Evening.
.Waltz. G.Waltz
.Galop. 7.Polka
Galop*
3....Newport. 8.
4 .Waltz. 9.Waltz
5 .The “German.” 10.The “German.’
Ticket*
admitting CJcnttenmn with
ian31 dtf
l.nciicH. rdlctM.
1
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room

EDUCATIONAL
Miss

apply

Given to private pupils by the subscribe!

J. W.

COLCORD,

other of

Large

Watch and

Early

and Call

will not miss this splendid

chance.

For This Week.
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and

Large
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Oil

THREE LARGE
INGS.
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Healing Remedy.

Spring Styles
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Wolf Robes $7.50 and $8.00.
Blankets very cheap to close
stock.

MERRY,
codtf

SATURDAY.

4-33 Fifth Av., New York, May 8th, 1875.

F. H. KFNlsotf
has opened an office in
Portland and#can be found

No# 276 Middle St.,
Edwards & Walker’s
from
lware
store,
fills

to

27li>.
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Clocks
Day Alarm
Genuine OSI.V
Peep o’39.00,
AT
McKENNEY’S NEW JEWELRY STORE,
ebG-dlm
517 COJICBESS STREET
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[Acts by Absorption through
“the NervlTFoices and
"“the T5ircuTation!r
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Professor Loomis’high encomium:
ER*A UNIVERSAL PANACEA

revenue

this

Lor.

Take Pair

of Shear, from Iler Child.

Jan28

Domestic accidents are common to women, and
Mrs. Warner, of
of them are very serious.
South Rondout, Ulster Co., N. Y., some weeks ago
attempted to take from her child a pair of shears
some

Trm

dlmo_

siddali/s soap
POE SALE BY-

Smith, Gage & Co.,'
os connERiiii, street,

p§ifiTEAND'
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of Canada for the year ending June

was

source

Tub North Carolina Legislature ordered a
of the State’s soldiers who were in

j

New York Post: We see no reason why
the nomination of Mr Sargent should not be
lie is a man of
promptly confirmed.
marked ability and of large experience in
public affairs, a good lawyer aud a gentleWe have
man
by culture and instinct.
small sympathy with the division of politics
to which he is attached, but it would be unfair to. deny the possession of qualities
which go to make up the equipment of a
dignified and able representative of the
country at

WHITNEY,
deod2w&w3m

fe},7

Watches Sold
At

McKenuey’s

SMo. 547
feb9

Oil

Instalments,

New .Jewelry Store,

Congress Street
dim
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wil

mm pm

worse at
Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, about
night; seems as if pin-worms were crawling As a
often
affected.
are
the
the rectum;
private parts
Swayne s
pleasant, economical and positive cure,
Ointment is superior to any article in the marke..3
gold by druggists, or send 50 cts. in 3-ct. Stamps.
Dozes, $1.25. Address, Da. Swayne & Son, Phila., Pa»

janlS

d&w

ly3

a

foreign

court.

William S. O’Briex, who died in San
Francisco several years ago, left his imthat
mense estate in such a mixed condition
his executors have just filed their final account. The value of the estate is $10,053,367, and the executors’ commissions amount
to $426,254. Of the amount yet to bo distributed among the heirs, Mrs. Maria Colereceive $4,000,.
man, O'Brien’s sister, will
000,000, and Mrs. Kate McDonough, another

VE6ETAELE, HELD Si FOTEE SEEDS (
&

War

prepared, aud it will soon be published. The Wilmington Star says it is true,
first, that North Carolina sent more troops
to the war than any7 other Southern State>
according to population; second, that North
Carolina sent more troops to the war than
any other Southern State, whatsoever; and,
third, that the number sent'actually was over 124,000, whilst the largest white vote of
the State prior to 1861 was only 112,500.
to be

T,ThS&wlm

PORTLAAP, ME*
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KENDALL

also.

roster

Hostottor’s Stomach Bittars is the great household medicine of the American people, and is taken
evorywticre as a safeguard against epidemics and
endemics, as a remedy for dyspepsia, biliousness
and irregularities of the bowels, as a cure for chills
and fever and rheumatic ailments, as a, sedative in
nervous cases, and as a general invigorant and
restorative.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers

At Wholesale and Retail.
Catalogues mailed free to any address.

me

The

and women, some innocent beyond doubt,
all innocent until proven guilty, are immured
for years in noisome dungeons, and liberated
at the end of a dreadful term only to go
singly before a secret tribunal, dominated
by Court influence, and put on trial for their
lives on evidence and testimony that would
not get a schoolboy a thrashing in the old
days of birch government. It is essential to
the waning power of the Czardom that terrible examples shall be made of the hapless
culprits who chance to fall into the hands of
the police. Innocence will be a poor safeguard in face of the political needs of the
Empire, and the verdicts will, without doubt,
he wholly in keeping with the barbarous
methods heretofore pursued by the Czar.

PAHENTS BE CAKESCl.

■s

to

the Government.

Americans disposed to deprecate the latitude of our State trials, as emphasized in
the recent Guiteau case, may derive some
consolation for the humiliation of that long
crucifixion by comparing with its laxity the
sinister repression an l secrecy of the pending
Stato cases in Russia. There a score of men

TERRIBLE ACCIDENT

’s

of

po-

protect themselves by a high tariff. The
price of labor has risen under the tariff. Immigrants from Europe have no longer so
great an inducement as formerly to pass over
to the United States, and the Dominion is
beginning to reapan increased benefit from

744 Broadway,
2112)
Consultation Free
attends daily.
Suitable rooms for the reception of lady patents.

to

an or w mcu ne ascriues

a

more

to

Box

Surgical Opfralion

ob-

to increase in the Dominion except the public debt, until the people were wise enough

Dr. Holman

n

revenue

and the Pacific Railroad. The years of 1878
and 1877 show like figures. Nothing seemed

IT IS NEAK-

THAN ANY-

HOLMAN PAD CO.,
N. Y-

iog Mother Attempts

"increased

were

ocirt x X ikiit..

■

well pleased with

$29,635,000. The expenditures
$25,500,000, making the surplus over
$4,000,000. For 1S79 the amount was $22,517,000, and expenditures for ordinary expenses were $24,455,000. In addition to this
there was a large outlay for public works
1881,

bearfthe

ccesaitatiog

bat the

protective policy

THING IN MEDICINE !”
BEWARE OE BOGUS AND IMITAHOLTION PADS. EACH GENUINE
PRIVATE revenMAN PAD
ue STAMP of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY,
being the above Trade Mark printed in green.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
Or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of S3.00.
rULiLi

them,

prosperous,

HOLMAN’S PAD is the OBIGINAIj
AND ONLY GENUINE CURATIVE
PAD, the only remedy that has an honestly-acword
PAD,’ m
quired right to use the title
connection with a treatment for chronic diseases of
EN and
SEL*
the STOMACH, EIVER,
MALARIAL BLOOD POISONING.
over
control
HOLMAN’S PAD has such complete
the most persistent 'CHRONIC DISEASES
of the STOMACH and LIVEBAnoluding INDIGESTION, all forms of DYSPEPSIA,
BILIOUS and SICK HEADACHE, NERSLEEPVOUS
PROSTRATION, and the
eminent
LESSNESS, as to AMPLY iustify
Dr.

It. HAWES’

U12DD9 £ ST.,
Portland, Malar.
Cornets from $10 to §75, with tine cases. Illustrated. Catalogues sent free by mail. Complete sets
•
of Instruments furnished and at lowest market rates
177

to act in

country were the finances in so good
sition, credit so high, and the people

BAND HEADQUARTERS

c AH. XX

Ihcsc are Special Gifts of a Special Quality and are Extra Presents
aside from my usual run of Gold Watches, Diamond Kini s, Oil
Paintings, Silver Ware etc., all of which will be lavished upon
Book-buyers for this my Last Week and Tfhis Wonderful 99 Cent
Sale.

to him for the

tained from imports has caused the old familiar annual deficit to disappear, and has
brought a handsome surplus in its place.
Their Minister of Finance reports to Parliament that at no time in the history of the

For Xrs.sti»Enn.oa3.tiS

BB

man

seem

among

(P. O.

wallis’s Buckles.

[St. Nicholas.]
I am not quite snre of dates, but it was late
in the fall, I think, of 1777 that a foraging
party from the British camp in Philadelphia
made a descent upon the farm of Major Ru-

dolph, south of that city, at Darby. Having
supplied themselves well with provender, they
about to begin their return march, when
of the soldiers happened to espy a valuable
cow, which at that moment unfortunately
made her appearance in tho lane leading to
the barnyard, aud poor Sakey was immediately
confiscated for the nse of tt)e company.
Now, this unfortnnato cow happened to be
the prido of the farm, and was claimed as tho
exclusive property of Mis3 Anne Rudolph
the daughter of the house—aged twelve years.
were

ono

Of course no o'her animal

on

tho estate was so

important as this particular cow, and her confiscation by tho soldiers could not be tolerated
for a moment. So Miss Anne made an impetfor her recovery, but finding the
uous dash
men deaf to her entreaties, and the sergeant
proof against the storms of her indignation, the
high-spirited child rushed over to the stablo3,
saddled her pony, and was soon gallopping oil
toward the city, determined to appeal to the
commauder-in-chief of the British army, if
nothing less would save the life of her favorite.

Meanwhile, poor Sukoy trudged along, her
ielacte-jf stops quickened nowand thoa by a
gentle prick with the point of a bayonet in her
«
Well-rounded side.
To reach the city before the foraging party
was the one thought of the child, as her poDy
went pounding along the old Chester road at a
pace that soon brought her within the British
lines. Sho was halted at the first outpost by
the guard, and the occasion of her hot hasto

demanded. Tho child replied:
“I must see the general immediately!”
"But the general cannot be disturbed for
every trifle. Tell me your business, and if important, it will bo reported to him.”
“It is of great importance, and J cannot stop
to talk to yon. Please let go my pony, and tell
me where to find the general!”
"But, my little girl, i cannot let you pass
until you toll me whence you come and wbat
your business is within these lines.”
“I come from Darby, and my business is to
No one else can
see the general immediately.
tell him what I have to say.”
The excitement of the child, together with
her persistence, had its influence upon the
officer. General Washington was in the neighborhood with bis ragged regiments, patiently
watching his opportunity to strike another
blow for the liberty of the colonies. The officer well knew that valuable information of the
movements of the rebels frequently reached
the British commander through families residing in the country and still in secret friendly to the Crown. Here might be such a case,
and this consideration determined the soldier
to send the child forward to headquarters.
So,
summoning an orderly, he directed <him to escort the girl to the general.
It was late in the afternoon by this time, and
Cornwallis was at dinner with a number of
British officers, wheu “A little girl from the
country with a message for the general,” was
announced.
“Let her come in at once,” said the general,
and a few moments later Miss Anne Rudolph
entered the great tent.
For a moment the girl hesitated, overcome,
perhaps, by the unexpected brilliancy of the
Then the spirit of her “Redwolf” anscene.
cestors asserted itself, and to her Cornwalli9,
in full dinner costume, surrounded by his brilliant companies, represented only the power
that could save her favorite from the butcher’s
knife.
“Well, my little girl, I am General Cornwallis,” said that gentleman, kindly, “what have
you to say to me?”
“I want my cow.”
Profound silence reigned for a moment, then
came a simultaneous burst of uproarious laughter from all the gentlemen around the table.
The girl's face reddened, but she held her
ground, and her set features and flashing eyes
convinced the general that tho child before
him was of no ordinary spirit.
A few words of encouragement, pleasantly
spoken, quickly restored the equanimity of the
girl. Then, with ready tact, the general soon
drew from her a concise narration of her grievwas

ance.

“Why did not your father attend to this for
you?”
“My father is not at home, now.”
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Oil Painting,
Diamond Ring,
and Gold Watch.

geons and Ycterinaries all say, that for casualties to men and animals, nothing is sc
efficacious as Centanr Liniment.”

HATTER,

Sign of tlie Gold Hat.

PAINT-

political matters as shall
good of the community.
Let this test be applied to the present case
and we have no doubt of Mr. Libby’s election by a large majority.

—

man.

fet>25
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A slight straggle enwith which it was playing.
in which the point of the shears entered Mrs.
Warner’s left eye, entirely destroying the sight.
Her family physician dilivhat he could, but intense
ly painful inflammation arose, which, by sympathy,
threatened the loes of the other eye. Total Blindhousehold is
ness to a woman having the care cf a
In this strait Mrs. W
an irretrievable calamity,
Dr.
applied to the well-known and skillful Surgeon,
David Kennedy, of Rondout, N. Y., who removed
the injured eye by a very successful operation, setof
ting aside all danger of farther harm to the sight
the other eye, but, owing to pain and mental dis'
and restorative
tress, her system needed a tonic
medicine. To do this work the Doctor prescribed
"Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,” which sustained its
reputation and laid a sure foundation of health.
IScmed j”
Ur.
Kenned,’* “Favorite
the blood, reguremove* all impurities from
Curos Constipation,
lates the Liver and Kidneys.
and all diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females. It is for eale by all our druggists at OXE
feb2I3eod&wlm
DOLLAR a bottle.

Fine ones
Sec Them.
ones at any price to suit any

THE

cause.

sued,

ISO. 237 MIDDLE ST.

Gold Watch,

SHOE

NEW
NEW
NEW

Diamond Ring, and
Three Gents Silver Watches.

TUESDAY.

HI. C. HI. Association.

A

Often,

THURSDAY.

Paintings,
Diamond Bing.

Oil

Two Cold Band China
Tea Sets.

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable
Mechanics Association, will beheld in the
Library Room, Mechanics Building, Thursday evening, March 2d, at 7.30 o’clock.
R. B, SWIFT.
feb28 dtd
Secretary.

accompany

THE

um

MONDAY.
Two

dtf

MEETINGS

SOMETHING

‘‘99” Cents Each.

my beautiful presents will

Special Presents

14^ Pearl Street.
J»e24

or

So that you

to the Principal
feb2 eod 12t

Instruction in English anti Classical Studies.

Ninety-Nine

Call

half-year opens Feb. 13.

For circulars-or adaiesioD,
at No. 78 Winter St.

a

It being postivre!y the EAST for THIS VISIT and that every book
in the store right and left (with the exception of a few odd volumes
will be

567 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.
f

SIGN OF THE OOID BOOT.

ana a present Free
99 cts.

FOR ONLY THIS WEEK,

Sewall’s School.

The second

Medium and lino Goods in all the L ading stylos.
Gents’ Jersey goods.
Gents’ Cloth Top, Button and Congress.
Gents’ Imitation Lace Congress Cloth Top.
Gents’ Congress Boots only $2.00.
Gents’ Balmorals only $2.00.

REMEMBER that this great clearance sale will continue

And that one
every volume.

ural sleep.

Rubbers all first quality, 25,40 and 50 cents.
Widths S, N, M, and F.

Low Tamp Kid Button $2.50. $3.00 and §3.75
Widths. A A. A. B. C and D. Ladies’ Kid
uioi-n
Button
-Lop
51.6O ana gz.uu.
Button a specialty, all widths and sizes.

and In fact a general clearance out at 99 cts.
per volume, and a present free
with every hook.

Sold at

Mothers, Nurses
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stomach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitoher’s
Castoria, By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and nat-

that

Present Free
99 cts.
Geo, Eliot’s Works,
and a Present Free
-----Arundel Poets, (GiU.)
99 cts.
and a Present » ree
......
Bulv/er’s Works,
99 cls.
and a Present Free

Programme.

Castoria is not narcotic.

P.T. Barnum, the great Showman, says
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Dorses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Sur-

.....

and

and Wonderfully Efficacious."

I prescribe it os superior to any known remedy."
Dr. D. A. Archer, 62 Portland At., Brooklyn.

any

67
5 60
1 00
100
100
1 00
4 00
137

a

chief magistrate of the city.
But apart from the consideration of personal fitness it is fair to consider the surroundings and backing of the two men. Mr.
Libby is the Republican candidate and will
have the support of the better elements of
the city both Republican and Democratic. If
elected he will be in accord with the council, which in any event will bo strongly Republican,- and the city government will go on
harmoniously and efficiently. On the contrary, Mr. Deering has the support of the
lower elements of the Democratic party,
and will naturally be bound to them and
If elected, he would
influenced by them.
be out of accord with the city council and)
as he is a man of strong will and aggressive
temperament who likes to have his own way
more than his share of the time, antagonism would speedily arise and the time and
energy which ought to be given to city
affairs would be wasted in unseemly wrangles and altercations. It is the duty of

Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.

The Great

75
3 60

99 cts.

And

to children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Y-

•'Especially adapted

An infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, Spavin, and Lameness from

VICI.

one

ter, attainments and experience, and let ev_
ery man decid e, upon liis own consciencej
which of the two is most suitable to be

t'

opportunity of patronizing the

5 novels in

May J. Holmes’ Works,

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence. R. I.
eod&wly

Ac.

And In order to still more conquer and retain PUBLIC FAVOR, 1
have determined to make A GENUINE MARK DOWN of my
ENTIRE STOCK for this

Sne and

x

m

BY

In Gilbert & Snllivan’s Comic Opera

The Mayoralty.
The fines are now set for our animal contest over the municipal government and voters can clearly see the exact problem which
they are asked to solve, and that is, “Will
you have Charles F. Libby or John W. DeeriDg for Mayor during the next year?'’ Ho
other result can come than the choice of one
Ho one, for
or other of these candidates.
Instance, seriously believes that the candidacy of Mr. Ames or Mr. Littlefield has any
other than an indirect bearing on the question. Mr. Libby is the Republican candidate and Mr. Doering is the Democratic
nominee. Votes for Mr. Ames will generally be cast by those who would otherwise
vote for Mr. Deering, while votes for Mr.
Littlefield will be given, in the main, by
those who would otherwise vote for the Republican nominee. So that those who vote
for Mr. Littlefield are practically giving their
support for the Democratic nominee, and
ought to realize exactly what they are doing.
It is an unpleasant and ungracious thing
to make personal criticisms on candidates.
As both the principal nominees are wellknown citizens, it is not necessary to praise
the one or denounce the other. We invite a
careful consideration by each voter from his
own knowledge of the comparative merits
of the two candidates in respect of charac-

I was suffering severely with bronchitis, and my
throat was so inflamed I could scarcely swallow
any food. I was advised to try your Pain Killer,
and after taking a few doses was completely
cured.—T. Wilkinson.
Dr. Walton writes from Coshocton: Your Pain
Killer cures diphtheria and sore throat, so alarmingly prevalent here, and has not lieen known to
fan in a single instance. This fact you should
make known to the world.
Mrs. Ellen B. Mason writes: My son was taken
violently sick with diphtheria, high fever, and cold
chills. So many children have died here, I was
afraid to call a physician, and tried your Pain
He was taken on Sunday, and on
Killer.
Wednesday his throat was clear. It was & wonderful cure, and I wish it could be known to the
poor mothers who are losing bo many children.
For Chills and Fever PAIN KILLER has
no equal. It cures when everything else falls.
Delays are often dangerous. A bottle of
Pain Killer 4n the house is a safeguard that
no family should be without.
All druggists sell it at %5c., 50c., and $1.00
per bottle.

Plea^^fflurudess

How a Yankee Rebel Captured Lord Corn-

—

CHARLES F. LIBBY

Market Hall, Market Square, Portland, Me.
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Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.

PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER 13
not an experiment. It has been before the
for forty years, and Is most valued
Where It is best known.
A few extracts from voluntary testimonials
read as follows:
Killer has been my household remedy for
ds for the past twenty-seven years, and have
never known It to fail in effecting a cure.—
L. 8. Crocker, Williamsville, N. Y.
For thirty years I have used Pain Killer, and
found it a never-failing remedy for colds and sore
throat—Barton Seaman.
Have received immediate relief from colds and
pore throat, and consider your Pain Killer an
Invaluable remedy.—Geo. B. Everett, Dickinson,
N.Y.
I have just recovered from a very severe cold,
which I have had for some time. I could get no
relief until I tried your Pain Killer, which
relieved me immediately. I will never ugoin be
without it —0. O. Force, Lowndes, Ga.
Have used Pajn Killer in my family for forty
rears, and havWiever known it to faiL—Ransom
Lewis, Waynesboro, Ga.
I began using Pain Killer In my family twenty,
five years ago and have used it ever since, and have
found no medicine to take its place.—B. W. Dyer,
Druggist, Oneida, N. Y.
For whooping-cough and croup it Is the best
preparation made, we would not be without it.—
A. P. Routs, Liberty Mills, Va.
For twenty-five years I have used Pain Killer
for colds ana chapped lips, and consider it the best
medicine ever •tt'ered.—GEO.HoopEB,Wilmington,

Dealers
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$3.50 and exchange.
Entire New Stock.

J&.rc CITY HALL,

S\
with

public

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
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VIDI.

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

OPPOSITE

and in order that all may participate in the following unparalleled
list of presents I will sell (with the exception of a very few selections
of miscellaneous stock)

Tickets 35 cts., 3 for $1.00, to bd obtained at
Chandler’s Music Store, Farrington Bros, and at the
feb25dtd
door.

followed by consumption or diphtheria.
No medicine bas ever been discovered which
acts so quickly and surely In such cases as
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER. The
prompt use of this invaluable remedy has
saved thousands of lives.

febl4

3 55

CO.,

febl8

'Therefore to give every

OF THE

A cold or sore throat may not seem to
amount to much, and If promptly attended
to can easily be cured; but neglect Is often

75
75

United

DRESSER, JM1LLAN
VENI.
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are

Goou;ne Donga Kid Button, the Boots for your
wi Je troublesome joints.

UNDER THE AUSPICES

anonymous letter* and common
cation*. The name and addres* of the writer arc in
all case* Indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or prefer re con
rauuicar-ioiis that Are not used.

3 *'EMS.

Wo do not read

Library Bindings.

RETAIL.
Works, 9 vols.,
Schoenberg, 13 vols-,

Works,

cloth,

Library Bindings.
Roe’s

00

FOR
9 10

Thackeray, 15 vols. 1-2 Morocco,
Bulwer, Caxton edition, 20 vols.

17 75

30 00

Artists’ Biographies, 5 vols., 12mo,
1-2 Turkey, Full Gilt, containing
Biographies of Durer, Rembrant,
Van Dyke Titian, Reynolds and
many others,
Rawlinson’s Five Great Monarchies, 8vo. 1-2 Turkey, Full Gilt,
3 vols.,
Subscription Edition of Longfellow’s Complete Works, 2 quarto
vols. Full Turkey,
British Poets, 10 vols. 1-2 Calf
Jefferson’s Works, 8vo, 9 vols.
Fronde’s England, 12mo, 12 vols.
British Poets, 12mo, 26 vols. Cloth

SOLD

vols. Cloth,
Boswell’s Johnson, 4 vols. 12mo,
Sheep,
Best Authors, 3 vols. 12mo, cloth,
Fielding and rSmollett, (3 vols. 8
Parkmau’s

$28 00 $16 75

2100

RETAIL.
SOLD

FOR
THE
Antiquarian Supper MY LAST WEEK IN PORTLAND SPRING
LADIES’ARE
Oity Hall,
Greatest Gift Book Sale Ever Witnessed,
MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 0,
READY.
SMARITAN ASSOCIATION
GENTLEMEN’S
99° Every Book at 99 cts, 99B
CHANDLER’S FULL QUADRILLE BAND.
BEHOLD AND WONDER!
STIFF
James,
volume,
Bulwer,
Works,
HATS
At 421 CONGRESS STREET,
volume,
Cooler’s Works,
pTniforeT
STIFF
The Boston Ideal Opera Company,
HATS
March 28th,
IJAttAlVAL BALL

•

dtf

MOTICE_THIS!

No. 47 EXCHANGE STREET.

commences

Staples,

246 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.

Bindings.

Books in Fine
FOR

Gilt, English Text,
Schiller Complete German Text,
Boswell’s Life of Johnson, 10 vols.
12mo, 1-2 Calf, with additions
by John Wilson Crooper,

Three Acts, Full of Fan.
63T* Usual prices.
day, March 3.
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A Little Heroine.

PRESS.

THE

Diphtheria.

Night Shirts.

Gents’

*

Or, Fun

MEDICAL.

horatkT staples.

marl

lustrated,

OUR GOBLINS,

___PEP

.......
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Reserved seats 35 and 50 cts.; admission 25 cts.
School children and pupils of the High School, admission 15; reserved 25. Tickets for sale at Stockfeb25 dtd
bridge’s.

In

large

new

Complete Works, 8 vols.,
12mo, English Text, Half Calf,

Thursday Evening, March 2d.

^

ings

and

Goethe’s

Entries close Tuesday Evening, Feb. 28th.
General Skating before and after tbo races.
feb28
<131
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following prices.

RETAIL.

First Prize—A SILVER I1IEDAL.
“ —A Pair of Skate*.

Yicinity

Longer,

have purchased them all new this week.
These books are all fine Editions with

mile-

Second

and

W ant of space forbids giving
anything but a small portion of our extensive stock.
We do not offer these to clear out an old stock, but
at the

Pack Knee.

to

CITY

People of Portland

For One Week

RACES.

one-half mile; Second llace

Two

2.

DRE8SER, M'LELLAN & CO’S
NEW LIST,
Offered to the

MORNING, MARCH 2, 1882.

MISCELLANEOUS_

MISCELLANEOUS_

CO.,

PUBLISHING

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

sister, $3,276,000._
Tiie pay of General is $13,000 a year, and
as General on the retired list Grant will be
t

entitled to two-thirds of that sum.

“Both of my brothers are away. But, General Cornwallis,” cried she, impatiently, “while
you keep me here talking they will kill my
cow!”
“So—your brothers also are away from home
Now, tell me, child, where can they be
found?”
“My oldest brother, Captain John Rudolph,
is with General Gates.”
“And your other brother, where is lie?”
“Captain Michael Rudolph is with Harry
Lse.” The girl’s eye3 fairly blazed as she spoke
the name of gallant“Light-horse Harry Lee.”
“But, General, my
Then she exclaimed:
cow.

“Ah, ah! one brother with Gates and one
with Lee. Now,” said the general, severely,
“where is your father?”
“He was with General Washington,’’frankly
answered the little maiden; “but be is a prisoner, now.”
“So, so.Father and brothers all in the Continental army! I think, then, you must be a little rebel.”
"Yes, sir, if you please—I am a little rebel.
But I want my cow!”
“Well! You are a brave, straightforward little girl, and you shall have your cow and some
thing more, too.” Then, stooping forward, ho
detached from his garters a pair of brilliant
knee-buckles, whioh he laid in the child’s
hands. “Take these,” he said, “and keep them
as a souvenir of this interview, and believe that
Lord Cornwallis can appreciate courage and
truth, even in a little rebel.” Then, calling an
orderly, he instructed him to go with the child
through the camp in search of the cow, and,
when he should find the animal, to detail a man
to drive her home again. So Miss Anne returned in triumph with her cow. And those
sparkling knee-buckles aro still treasured by
her descendants as a memento of Cornwallis
and the Revolution.

How to Advertise.
man was denouncing
newspaper advertising to a crowd of listeners:
X Hartford, Conn.,

“Last week,” said he, “I had an umbrella
stolen from the vestibule of the church. It was
a gift, and valuing it very highly, I spent double the Vorth in advertising, Dut I have not recovered it.”
“How did you word the advertisement?”
asked a merchant.
“Here it is,” said the man, producing a slip
cut from a newspaper.
The merchant took it and read:
"Lost frdm the vestibule of the-church
last Sunday evening, a black silk umbrella.
The gentleman who took it will be handsomely
rewarded by leaving it at San Fernando
street.”
“Now,” said the merchant, “I am a liberal
advertisor, and have always found it paid me
well. A great deal depends upon the manner
Let us try
in which an advertisement is put.
for your umbrella again, and if you do not
then acknowledge that advertising pays, 1 will
purchase you a new one.”
The merchant then took a slip of paper from
his pocket and wrote:
“If the man who was seen to take an umbrella from the vestibule of the-church
last Sunday does not wish to get into trouble,
and have a staiu cast upon the Christian character which he values so highly, he will reSan Fernando street.
turn it at cace to No.
He is well known.”
This duly appeared in the paper, and the following morning the man was astonished when
he opened the front door of his residence. On
the porch lay at least a dozen umbrellas of all
Bhades and sizes that had been thrown in from
the sidewalk, while the front yard was literally paved with umbrellas. Many of them had
notes attached to them saying that they had
been taken by mistake, and begging the loser
to keep the little affair quiet.
—

No

Apologies.

[Lippincott's Magazine.)
dinners are generally out
a lady has a forgetful husband, who, without warning, brings homo a
dozen guests to sit down to a plain family dinner for three or four, it is not in human nature
What to say and
to keep absolute silence.
how to say it, form tho problem. Mrs. Tucker
of

Apologies for poor
place. But when

the wife of
solved the

Judge Tucker,
problem years

of
ago,

Williamsburg,
She

was

the

daughter or uiece (I am uncertain which) of
Sir Peyton Skinwith, and celebrated for her
Her
beauty, wit, ease and grace of manner.
temper and tact were put to the proof one court
with
him
the
acday, when tho Judge brought
customed half-score or more of lawyers, for
whom not the slightest preparation had boon
made, the Judge having quite forgottou to remind his wife that it was court-day, and she
herself, strange to tell, having overlooked tho
fact.
The dinner was served with elegance, and
Mrs. Tucker mado herself very charming. Upon rising to leave the guests to their wine, she
said:
“Gentlemen, you have dined to-day with
all
Judge Tucker: promise me that you will
dine to-morrow with me.”
This was all her apology, whereupon the gentlemen a’.l swore that such a wife was beyond
the situation,
price. The Judge then explained
and tho next day there was a noble banquet.
Moral: Never worry a guest with apologies.

mmmmmmmmmKmmmmmmmmmmsnmmmmrnmmmm-BKommmmma

[St.
A

Mr. W. r. Milliken

A quaint character in a recent piece of fiction by a popular American author, is made to
philosophize as follows on the relative merits

Portland, who was married at Orono yesterday
and left on last evening’s train for New York,
discovered he had been robbed of some $400,

“You look at the tea drinkers and coffee-drinkLook at ’em in onr own
ers all the world over!
country! All the Northern people and all the goahead people drink tea. The Pensylvauians and
the Southerners drink coffee. Why, our New England folks don’t know how to make coffee so it sfit
to drink.
And it is just so all over Europe. The
Russians drink tea, and they’d e’t up those coffeedrlnkin’ Turks long ago if the tea-drinkin’ English
hadn’t kept them from it. Go anywnereyou
in the North and you’ll find ’em drinkin’ tea. The
Swedes and the Norwegians in Aristook County
drink it, and they drink it at home.” “Well, what
They
do you think of tlie French and Gormans?
drink coffee, and they’re pretty smart, active peocoffee/
ple, too.” “French and Germans drink
“Yes.” “Well, I guess they’re a kind of a missing
link, as old Darwin says.’*
is at fault in this case, we
The

taken from his clothing, probably by some
sneak thief, while the household was attendare
ing the wedding ceremony. Tiio police
working ca«e the up.
Second Regiment of Maine Militia.
The field and line officers of the Second
Regiment, Maine Volunteer Militia, Col. Daniel White commanding, at a meeting held here
elected Frederick H. Strickland, of

juke

to-day
Bangor, Lieutenant Colonel, vice F. G. Flagg,
deceased. In the evening the field and staff
officers gave a complimentary banquet to the
line officers and honorary members of the regiment at the Bangor House, which was attended by a large number of the leading citi-

Philosopher

fear. lie has made the mistake of confoundi ug a locai peculiarity with a general princia
ple. It is true that the New EDglanders show
for tea, as they do for beans and

preference
pumpkin pie;

Col. White prosided and after an elePlangant repast remarks were made by Gov.
ted, Adjt. Gen. Beal, Mayor Strickland, Judge
Elliot Walker, ex-Mayor Hamlin, Gen. C. W.
zens.

and it may be that this conduces
to their characteristic shrewdness in bargaining, and to the peculiar eye-glassed and transcendental opinions which set them apart in a
certain sense. But we cannot believe that

Roberts, C. A. Boutelle, and other prominent

gentlemen.

inare at their best when most under the
fluence of tea. They made their first square
stand in history, got their first start as a favorwhen they threw the
ed and

they

What the Bangor & Piscataquis Wants
of Bangor.
The City Council unanimously voted to submit to the voters at the mnnicipal election, on
the 13th inst., the proposition that the city
waive the priority of its mortgage of $925,000
on the Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad, and authorize the railroad company to issue a first
mortgage for $300,000, of which $40,000 is to be

progressive people

into Boston harbor; and ever since then
to ropeat
wo make bold to say, they have had
that bit of
repudiation as frequently as
occasion has come for them to accomplish a
and civiliza"
great purpose in behalf of liberty
tion.
The Revolution was fought and won on cofnot on tea; and the same may be said of

tea

of the entire $200,000
second mortgage bonds as agreed by holders
thereof, and the balance of $260,000 expended
in the location, extension and completion of
used

fee,

the war for the Union. If we had depended
we
should have
upon tea in either instance
been ingloriously routed. Oolong and Young
Hyson will do well enough in times of luteof
playing and nimble capering and measuring
calico, bat when the drams beat and a flag is to
The
and
Java.
Rio
have
must
we
be protected
commissary statistics prove that coffee and vie’
no triumph
tory go together, or, at least, that
worth mentioning was ever won where coffee
oKcnn'
Tflft is not. a heroic stimulant. No
deathman was ever nerved by it to a deed of
less fame; it belongs in the hospital and among
varicose
with
fellows
the
the lint-pickers and
veins and other convenient disabilities. The
sipthought of Grant, Sherman or Sheridan
ping tea is preposterous. It takes coffee to
make conquerors.
Not only in war, however, is the influence of
coffee superior. It can be demonstrated, we
think, that as peaceful civilization advances
the use of coffee increases. The most gloomy
of pessimists will hardly dare dany that in the
last fifty years our country has made wonderful strides of progress; and yet in that time our
annual consumption of coffee has grown from a
little over a pound per head of the population
to nearly nine pounds per head, while the consumption of tea has grown only from a pound
a half. Since
per head to less than a pound and
the close of the rebellion and the abolition of
slavery the coffee gain has been three pounds
indicate that
per capita, which would seem to
and extend the
as we grow in political grace
blessings of freedom we pass our cups for more
coffee. By the same process it is easy to show
that the ratio of decrease in the power of ignorance and crime—as exemplified in the experirience of the Democratic party—corresponds
in
very significantly with the meager showing
behalf of tea as a force in the current economy
of things.
Wo result as wholy untrue and misleading
the reckless assertion that “all the go-ahead
drink tea.’’ It is the stand-still folks that
The busy, eager,
keep up the tea stores.
aggressive element of our population takes
New England,
finished
coffee. In staid and
where life is monotonous and sterile like the
granite meadows that compel agriculture to be
research, tea is able to
a system of geological
hold its own; but when you come West, where
the boom is on and the star of empire is getting
in its work, you find almost everybody drinkOur operators of railroads, our
ing coffee.
town-builders, our makers of new States—the
whole hurrying and pushing throng who are
developing the country, and extending trade
and commerce, and promoting, the general
prosperity and welfare—want their coffee three
times a day, and want it strong. To be a teadrinker out here is to fall behind the procession, if not to invite personal distrust and depreciation. The habit is somehow not in harmony with the environment. It is idle, therefore, to talk about tea as a determining factor
.nntikli/1

__t.l__
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mayor.
Disastrous Fire in Waterville.
Water ville, March 1.—A fire broke out in
the rear of Mitchell’s jewelry store in the Waterville Bank block at 1.30 this morning. The
and enveloped the entire
three stories. The interior of the block was
destroyed, also the saloon of Levi Lashus. The
block was owned by the D. L. Milliken heirs.
anrAAd nnicklv

Loss 812,000; insurance on the building 85000
bj L. T. Boothby & Son in the Commercial
Union, 81000 by C. K. Matthews in the Westchester. Mitchell’s jewelry stock was insured
for 81500; E. F. Webb, law library, 81500; the
Odd Fellows’ hall, 81500 in the American;
Sarah Percival, millinery stock, $1200 in the

library of L. D. Carver,
85C0 in the British American; H. W. Stewart,
8400. The cause of the fire is unknown.
Nominations by the Governor.
Augusta, March 1.—Gov. Plaisted has made
the following nominations:
Sarah S. Sampson, Batb, State Pension
Agent in place of Samuel J. Gallagher.
Albert G. Andrews, Augusta, Judge of the
Police Court in Augusta.
Samuel F. Gibson, Bethel, Clerk of Courts
for Oxford county.
Charles S. Lemont, Bath, Register of Deeds,
in place of W. H. Hogan, resigned.
John G. Scammon, Saco, Judge of the Mu-

Pennsylvania;

NEXT

Cooper.

Justices of the Peace—Lewis A. Barker,
Bangor; E. N. Perry, East Livermore; James
M. Butler, Hancock; Eben Chatte, Brooksville; Hiram Comstock, Lubec; Herbert Erskine, Augusta; William O. Fogg, Otis; Chas.
H. Fuller, Dixfield; Thomas Hancock, Gray;
John P. Hanning, Lincoln; Wm. H. Harriman, Oldtown; Orin S. Haskell, Pittsfield;
James P. Hobbs, Hope; Seth Lee, Atkinson;
James R. Lang, Bluehill; Wm. F. Moody,
Kennebunkport; Samuel A. Ross, Rangeley;
Henry N. Snow, Cornish, Pliny B. Soule, Lagrange; Frank E. Southard, Augusta; D. Tarbox, Jr., Lewiston: Stephen A. Wilcox, Tres-

til O

TWENTY-FODIt

HOURS.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 2f 1 A. M.
)
For New England,
6outh to west

winds. No decided change in

the femtteralure.
southern portions.

Rising

barometer in the

Cautionary signals continue from Eastport

to

Provincetown.

[special bulletin.]
which was central in the Lake
to the northeastward, causing heavy rains in the lower
northern
Lake region,
portion of the
The
Middle States and New England.
10
risen
to 20 degrees in
has
temperature
It has fallNew England and Middle States.
en slightly in the Ohio valley and near Lake
about
stationary in the reSuperior: remained
maining districts.
The indications are that fair weather will
prevail in the Middle and South'Atlantic States
and clearing weather in New England during
The storm

region

on

Wednesday pioved

Thursday.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MARINE NEWS.
Steamship’s Adventures In the Ice.
New York, March 1.—The Belgian steamer
Helvetia arrived to-day from Antwerp and reA

ports that she met an immense field of ice and
icebergs floating from the northward to the
banksof Newfoundland. She ran into ice at
8.a. m. February 23 in latitude 47 degrees 50
minutes, longitude 47 degrees, and was soon
completely surrounded by it. The captain
backed ship and finally worked out of it,
reaching clear water toward noon. He steered
a
distance of eighty
near south by east for
miles until 8 p. m., when ice was again discovThe
ered toward the east, south and west.
steamer then stopped and lay too nntil morning, when she was started in a southeast direcAt 11 a.
tion and got clear of ice at 10 a. m.
m, another belt of field ice was encountered
reach
the
could
which
as
far
as
eye
extending
was safely passed through in latitude 46 degrees and the vessel arrived at New York with•
out receiving any damage.
A Collier Wrecked and 23 Lives Lost.
London, March 1.—A collier has been wreck
ed off Yarmouth and twenty-three persons
drowned.
TUT A QC! A OaTTaTPT'T'ICl

Explosion of Mineral Paint.
South Framingham, March 1.—James Sullivan, a repairer for the Boston and Albany
Railroad, while cleaning out his shop this af-

threw a shovel full of rubbish under
the boiler in the pump, house when an explosion followed throwing him into the adjoining
building, burning him in a shocking manner.
Five truckmen also bad their beards and hair
singed and faces and hair burned. Sullivan
attributes the explosion to a package of mineral paint.
ternoon

Strange Bequests.
Boston, March 1.—The will of Charles Albert Read of Newton, lately deceased, gives
$50,000 to tbe Treasurer of the United States,
to be applied to the reduction of the war debt.
The will also makes the following provision:
“To the attending physician of the testator
§500 is given on condition that |my head is severed from my body, as I have a great horror of
being buried alive.’’

NEW YORK.
Somebody Evidently Lying.
Syracuse,Match 1.—The denial by General
Burt of the fact that the Attorney General of
this State has commenced a suit to annul his
railroad scheme is inexplicable. The denial

that there never has been any consolidation or
anywuch issue of bonds and mortgage as alleged is regarded as astonishing here, where the
facts are perfectly well known. Papers in the
suit were served in New York yesterday, the
sign manual of the Attorney General being
subscribed to tbe summons and complaint and
they will be served on Burt in Boeton very
The mortgage is on record in the record
soon.
office of the county here, and any one can examine it. The articles of incorporation with
Burt’s signature are on file in the office of the
Secretary of State at Albany, and a copy ceriified under the seal of the Stote is in this city
and open to the inspection of any person.

The Order of Pilgrim Fathers.
Lawrence, March 1.—The Supreme Colony
of the United Order of Pilgrim Fathers is hold
ing its annual council here to-day, Supreme
Governor Harriman of Haverhill presiding.
Thirty-seven colonies are represented by ninety delegates. Supreme Secretary James E.
Shepherd of Lawrence presented the annual
report, showing the total number of colonies to
be 37, an increase of 14 during the year; total
Two thousand
membership, 1950;Jgain, 787.
benefit certificates were issued during the year
representing an insurance of four millions.
Five died during the year and 57088.77 was
paid in losses.
__

at London from San Francisreports laving spoken American ship Red
for Liverpool, burned at
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Cloud,
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nicial Court of Saco.
Trial Justices—Paul Cyr, Grand Isle; Henry
O. Perry, Fort Fairfield; Samuel Garland,Gorham; E. W. Dutton, New Sharon; Robert A.
Friend, Brooklyn; Otis Meader, Albion; Daniel Brown, Waterford; Elias Hutchins, New
Portland; Augustus J. Lane, Highland Plantation: Wayland Knowlton, Belfast; Theodore
H. Smith, Prospect, and Thomas J. Burbank,
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Biddeford Mayoralty.
Biddeford, March 1.—At the Republican
caucus this evening EliBha E. Clark was re"
nominated by acclamation as candidate for

coil,
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stimulant over all other beverages, and to
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field; Alonzo K. Tripp, Wells; Nathaniel Alford, Hope; Chandler Baker, Bingham; Thos.
W. Ham, Wales; Geo. W. Harris, Phillips;
Irenius K. Evans, China; Harry E. Ingraham
and Herman P. Harden, Rockland; Samuel
Smith, Litchfield; Will H. Owen, Milo; L. S.
Strickland, Houlton; William Reed, No. 11
Range 1; Lorenzo Taylor, Portland; C. I. Abbott, Casting Dennis, A. Masher. fo^tlayAj
Sampson, Fiyetmig; Edgar C. Pearson, Bangor; Wm. W. Mason, Limerick; Joseph A.
Sprague, Isleboro; Loren J. Milliken, Buxton;
Arthur Rieker, Biddeford; Asa Gile, Readfield, and Calvin Kiugman,. Waltham.
Notaries Public—Edward F. Garland, Ashland; John P. Winchell, Brunswick; James
E. Parsons, Ellsworth, and B. C. Additon,
Bangor.
Dedimus Justice—Joseph A. Sprague, Islesboro.
Coroner—Frank S. Warren, Biddeford.
Taxidermists—Albert R. Pike, Auburn, and
Edward Weston, Fryeburg.
Inspector of Fish—David P. Sinnett, Harps-

well._
WASHINGTON.
Army Retirements.
Washington, March 1.—The House committee on military affairs had under consideration
this morning the subject of retirement in tbe
army. Major General Hancock came before
the committee and gave his views.
Army Appropriation Bill.
The House committee on appropriation engaged upon the army appropriation bill this
morning and expect to complete it at tbe next

meeting.

Aid to the Louisiana Sufferers.
The Secretary of War to-day issued instructions to the officer in charge of the commissary
depot at New Orleans to communicate at once
with the commissioner appointed by {Governor
McEnery so that the desired relief may be afforded to tbe sufferers by the floods in Louisiana.

Decrease in Internal Revenue Receipts.
During the first four months of the current
fiscal year there was[a monthly increase in internal revenue receipts, ranging from $1,013,725 in July to $2,522,495 in October. Since the
latter month there has been a perceptible falling off in receipts. The increase during November, 1881, compared with the same month
in 1880 was but $683,600.
During December,
the increase was but $402,711. During Januathere was a
and
February
during
ry, $655,125,
decrease in receipts, compared with those of
1881, amounting to $274,650. This is the first
decrease in receipts since the agitation of the
reduction in the tobacco tax two years ago.
The decrease referred to is thought to be wholly attributable to the unsettled question of taxation, and unless speedy action on the subject
is taken by Congress there is reason to fear a
greater decrease may occur in the near future.
The Mississippi Improvement Scheme.
House committee on improvement of tbe
Mississippi river gave a further bearing to-day
to Captain Eads in defence and explanation of
toe jetty system at me mourn 01 me Mississippi river. Captain Eads stated if the gaps in
the levees were repaired, which could be done
at an expense of $3,000,000 such overflows as
the preseut would not occur.
More Indictments In the Straw Bond
Cases.
The Grand Jury to-day brought in a socond
in the straw bond and
indictments
batch of
star route cases which were presented to the
court as follows:
KateM. Armstrong, James W. Donohue,
W. W. Jackson, A. E. Boone and Samuel G.
Cabell for conspiracy.
John R. Miner and John W. Dorsey, latter
on two counts, for perjury.
(Dinner to Ex-Senator Sargent.
A sumptuous complimentary dinner was given at Walker’s to-night by Ex-Senator Mitchell to Mr. 8argent of California as new minister to Berlin, which was attended by nearly
seventy guests, including Speaker Keifer, Justice Field, Secretary Kirkwood, Postmaster
General Howe, Senators Miller, Farley, Jones
of Nevada, Sherman, Dawes and Ferry, Representatives Hiscock and Knott and others of

prominence.

Gold and Bilver Coinage.
Representative Page, from the committee on
coinage, to-day reported a bill relative to the
coim«e of gold and silver coins and to provide
for the issue of paper certificates for silver bullion. The principal changes in the existing
coinage laws proposed by the bill are, first,
$1 and $3 ooins are stricken from the list of

the trade dollar frum the list of
silver coins; second, the standard silver dollar
now
as
coined
provided by law is made a unit
of value; third, subsidiary silver coins are
made of full standard value and all gold and
silver coins authorized by law are made legal
tender for all sums at nominal value.
The bill also proposes an extension of the
plan of issuing silver certificates based on deposits of silver bullion.

gold coins and

Danger of a Freshet on the Connecticut.
Bellows Falls, Vt., March 1.—Yesterday
snow in this vicinity lay from tvro to two
It began thawing early
a half feet on a level.
in the day, settling the snow considerably
During the night it began raining, continuing
\
to-day. A slight rise in the temperaduring
ture would precipitate all surplus water and
effect.
snow into the streams with disastrous
Small Btrearas are already high. The Connectand
is
rising
icut began rising this afternoon
high
Everything promises veryweather
rapidly.
the
if
few
next
the
days
water within
holds warm.

an<|

The Connecticut River Mutual Fire InCompany of Bellows Falls has decided

surance

to stop business.

and Bolivia has been

expressly

or

impliedly given

by any person or persons officially connected with
the government of the United States or whether iis
influence has been in any
way exerted, promised or
intimated in connection with or in relation to the
said contracts bv any one officially •mine cited with
the eovernment of the United States.
The amendment prevailed without objection
and the resolutions as amended were adopted.
After the morning hour the unfinished business—the Chinese bill—was temporarily laid
aside for a speech by Mr. Voorhees upon the
the
urgency of better accommodations for
library of Congress, the new libmry bill being
taken up informally for this purpose.
At the close of Voorhees’ remarks the Senate resumed consideration of the Chinese bill.
Mr. Hoar opposed the bill. His first proposition was that onr people a hundred years ago
founded their nation upon the moral law, affirming that all men equally derived from
their Creator the right to the pursuit of happiness and that equality, in that light, is a fundamental rule of divine justice in its application
to mankind.
He set forth how the nation has
grown, and said the existence of the principle
had
stated
attracted immigration from all
just
countries to our own shores, rather than to
SrwifVi
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affirmed it in its constitution, and that
California hereself in the original constitution
deolaredit was meant to include thejrightof ex
patriation. This was delared in 1868 by an act
of Congress, and on the persistent effort of Mr.
Couness, a California senator of Irish birth.
It was urged upon this country that right of expatriation is
indispensable to the enjoyment of life and pursuit of happiness.
The doctrine was solemnly reiterated in the
Burlingame treaty. We have made a treaty
and now we propose this legislation which undertakes to deny and overthrow that declaration and to strike a blow at men by reason of
their race and occupation.
China offered to
modify the Burlingame treaty so as to permit
the exclusion of prostituies, criminals, diseased
persons and imported coolie laborers. This offer was rejected by our government and a
treaty substituted which does not permit the
exclusion of the three first-named classes, but
The
only permits the exclusion of laborers.
purpose of the framers of the treaty and of the
to
strike
a
blow
bill is
at labor without regard to character.
For myself and for Massachusetts, 3ir. Hoar
continued, I refuse to consent to a denial by
the United States of the right of every man
desiring to improve his condition by honest lalabor, his labor being no man’s property but
his own, to go anywhere on the face of the
earth he pleases. But the bill violates the provitions of the treaty which it professes to exeThe treaty permits a reasonable suspencute.
sion of immigration only; the statute totally
prohibits it for twenty years and confers on
every petty officer of customs authority to
seize and forcibly remove from the country
What has happened
persons without trial.
within thirteen years that the great republic
should strike its flag? Citing statistics to show
the decrease of Chinese immigration for the last
half decade and that this diminution became
greater when compared with the rapidly increasing numbers from other countries, Mr.
Hoar argued that the outcry ; against the Chinese was the same which
has been made in
the past against the Irishman, the Negro, Indian, and Jew, and that each of those races in
turn had vindicated its capacity for freedom
and subdued over a large part of the world the
He admitted
prejudice it had encountered.
that there were great abuses and dangers growing out of the coming of these people but much
of these, he thought, might be remedied by
State or municipal legislation.
The real motive of the attack upon the Chinese was the fear not of the inferiority but of
the superiority of the Chinese in most of the
occupations of life. It is Baid they will not
assimilate with us, but our treatment of them
has made this impossible. The most serious
argument, Mr. Hoar said, was the claim that
the introduction of Chinese labor reduces the
state

uesaltt l am not in favor of lowering anv whom
the wages of nny American laDorer.
On the

contrary I believe maintenance and increase of

purchasing power of wages of American workingmen should be the one principal object of
our legislation.
The share in agricultural and
to
manufacturing products which
goes
labor ought, and I believe will,
steadily
increase. For that only our protective system
exists. The acquisition of wealth, national or
individual is to be desired only for that and I
believe the Chinese laborer will learn very
soon to insist on his fnll share of the product
of his work; that whether be does or not the
wealth he creates will make better, not worse,
the condition of every higher class of labor.
Proceeding with abundant illustrations of
treatment of the Chinese of California and to
show the cheapness of Chinese wages and of
living had been greatly exaggerated, Mr,
Hoar concluded by asserting that the right of
every human being to go wherever on the surface of the earth he may get an honest living,
without interference by the government, came
from the same authority as the golden rule
and the sermon on the mount and that that
authority would make it safe for the government and people which obey this law. Not by
injustice, exclusion or caste but by reverence
for the individual soul can we aid in the great
object of God’s moral government on earth—
the rescue of humanity from degradation. It
is not by Chinese policies that China is to be
civilized.
After amplifying this idea Mr.
Hoar yielded the floor at 4.45, having been
attentively heard for over two hours.
The bill was then laid over as unfinished
business for to-morrow.
Mr. Kellogg introduced a resolution setting
forth it was the duty of the general government to educate the people and instructing the
committee on education to report a bill making
necessary appropriations. Tabled.
Adjourned.

HOUSE.

Saturday, March 25th, was set apart for the
consideration of the bill enlarging the powers
of the department of agricultnre.
A message was received from the President
transmitting copies of letters from the Secretary of the Treasury and the chairman of the
civil service commission, from which the President states it will be seen that the appropriation of 815,000 made by the last Congress for
the promotion of efficiency in the civil service
was still unexpended, and that in order to execute the provisions of section 1753 of the revised statutes an annual appropriation of 825,000 would be necessary. Referred.
Among the bills introduced were the following:

To provide for organizing, arming and disciplining of the militia of the United States.
"Referred to the committee of the whole.
Bills for the erection of public buildings at
Detroit, Mich., and Lancaster, Pa., were re-

ported

to the committee of the who1,.
Mr. Pound of Wisconsin introduced a bill to
establish a board of review of pension and
bounty land warrant claims which have been
disallowed, and to prevent frauds in the granting of pensions. Referred.
i.U.1
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appropriating $500,000

lor the purchase of torpedoes by the Secretary of the Navy. Kef erred.
The Speaker laid before the House a message from the President transmitting a letter
from the superintendent of the United States
naval observatory enclosing the draft of a bill
with estimates of appropriations necessary for
the observation of the transit of Venus on the
9th of December. The bill appropriates $85,000.
Mr. Wait, from committee on elections, reported a (resolution dismissing the contested
election case of Lanier vs. King from the fifth
district of Louisiana. Adopted.
House at 2.15 went into committee on the
Indian appropriation bill. Total appropriation
recommended is $4,920,203.
Mr. Hutchins moved to strike' out the paragraph appropriating $5000 for expenses of the
Indian commission.
Mr. Hooker supported the amendment and
Mr. Haskell opposed it.
After a short discussion the amendment was

rejected.

*

The committee rose and reported the bill to
the House and it was passed.

Adjourned._
Funeral of Blahop Lynch.
Charleston, S. C., March 1.—Funeral services of the late Bishop Lynch were held today in the cathedral chapel. Two archbishops,
six bishops and about 20 priests were present
and the church was densely crowded. Archbishop Carrigan of New York presided at the
chanting of lauds and matins and Archbishop
Gibbons was celebrant of the solemn requiem
mass which followed. No funeral sermon was
preached in accordance with the wish of the

deceased bishop.

The New York Senatorial Election.
Schenectady, N. Y., March 1.—The returns
from the district are not vet complete. It is
estimated that Schenectady
county gives
Stanford about 350 majority and the entire district from 500 to 800 majority for Baucus
(Dem.) for State Senator to succeed Wagner.
Later returns indicate the election of the
Democratic candidate by 677 majority.
Mr. Conkling still Silent.
Washington, March 1.—It is stated on excellent authority that the President has not
received any intimation from Mr. ConkliDg
not accept a position on the
that he will
Mr. Conkling is expected
Supremo Bench.
here to-morrow morning.
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Devastation

More

Washington, Maroh 4.
Mr. McDill presented the resolution of the
Iowa legislature praying that the patent laws
be so amended as to prevent nnjust actions.
Mr. McPherson presented petitions for corrections of the tariff laws.
Mr. Vest introduced a bill to prohibit the
issue of bank notes or currency by national
banks, that may be organized or re-organized
Referred to the
after the first of July, 1882.
committee on finance.
On motion of Mr. Windom the resolutions
reported from the committee on foreign relations for the investigation of the loss or abstraction from the State Department of diplomatic
correspondence relating to Chili and Peru and
as to any
improper connection of diplomatic
or other officers or members of Congress with
or
contracts
arrangements in regard to claims
against or grants derived from those countries
were taken up.
Mr. Bayard said the point to which the resolution introduced by himself referred, aud the
one he considered 'the most important, was
whether or not the intervention of the United
States in the affairs of neutral governments
had been impliedly or expressly pledged. The
war making power rested in the Congress and
it was to the Senate of the gravest moment
that there should be no implication of this
great power by way of mediation by any individual or in any manner other thau in accordance with the grave execution of powers
He therefore moved
under the constitution.
to amend by adding as a specific subject of
inquiry the following:
Whether any promise or stipulation by which
the intervention by the United States in the controversies existing between Chili and Peru or Chili
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Bangor, March 1.—The police of this city
of
nave been notified that W. F. Milliken,
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Threatened

Along the Kansas River.
THE CITY OF HELENA IN DANGER.

Helena, Ark., March 1.—The river began
rising again to-night. A big break in the levee
jnst below Concordia occurred yesterday morning and the people are panic stricken. Four

negroes and one white man were drowned.
Many negroes are starving and others feeding
on the putrid carcasses of drowned cattle. Distress all along the river below here is unparalleled. News has reached here that the water
in the St. Francis river bottom or sunk land is
rising an inch per hour. This, if true, is ominous for the safety of this city.

WALL STREET.

Movements of theCreat Operators—Railway Matters—Western Crop Reports,
&c.
New York, March 1.—Wall street reports
state that the support which has been under
the market for some days was withdrawn yesterday afternoon. Thero had been extensive
covering and large realizing, and from a bull
standpoint, it was an object tp at once secure
fresh line of shorts and cheap long stock.
Hear houses were confident last evening that
large operators have marketed their holdings,
Reports
and that prices would soon go lower.
of trouble between Mr. Gould and Vanderbilt
in
a
last
evening by parties
posiwere denied
The assertion that
tion to know the facts.
both are bulls comes from the best sources.
Some of the best operators think money is
likely to be made active by the bears until
It is
the 1'reasurv disbursements are made.
reported that some gold will be shipped to-day.
on
a
scarcity of
Exchange advanced yesterday
commercial bills a nd on approaching settlements between this country and Europe.
Frankfort and Amsterdam were small buy
ers of stocks and bonds.
The decline yesterday brought in a good
many orders which had beeu given for execution at 1 to 2 per cent, below the opening rate.
Lake Shore stock loaned at 3-lti eally in the
day. Later, loans were made flat. A Broadway house borrowed 10,000 shares Lake Shore
from the pool yesterday forenoon.
The advance in Louisville and Nashville
was on a belief that the company had succeeded in negotiating a round block of its bonds.
Officers of the New York, Chicago and St.
Louis Company authorize the statement that
no lease of that company has been made to the
Lake Shore Company.
They say that in view
of the probable acquisition by the New York
Central interest of the Atlantic and Great
Western road, the New York, Chicago and St.
Louis road is likely to be operated in close connection with Erie. It is reported on very good
authoritv that the Erie Company has made' a
proposition for the purchase of a controlling
interest in the New York, Chicago and St.
Louis road.
It is reported that the Memphis and Charlesnearly
ton Company have
completed an
agreement for an exchange of securities with
the East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia

Company.
It is reported that

strong pool in Northwest
and in St. Paul has been formed.
Large orders to buy St. Paul were in the market yestera

Chinch bugB and the Hessian fly are reported
to have made their appearance in the wheat
fields of Southern Iowa and Illinois.
The shipments of lard from Chicago yesterday reached the extraordinary amount of 8,The shipments
000 tierces, mainly for export.
for export within three day have amounted to
tierces.
14,000
_

SPORTING.
The New York Walking Match.
New York, March 1.—During the early
evening seats in the Garden were filled up
more rapidly than on Tuesday, showing the
interest in the walk has steadily increased.
By 2 o’clock nearly 7000 people were present.
At G o’clock the sevou mon were all out and
the killing pace which had been set at the outset was still kept up.
At 10 o’clock the score stood as follows:
Rowell .350
Hazael.334

Hughes.
Fitzgerald.

..

329
311

Hart.305
203
Sullivan.
Koremac.284
At midnight the score was:
353
Rowell.
342
Hazael...

Hughes.331

Sullivan.314

Fitzgerald.314

Hart.313

Noremae.284
At 1.30 the score stood:
358
343
332

Rowell..

Hazael

Hughes.

*313

Wit-vrvora

Hart.313
Noremoc.287
THE PUBLIC DEBT.
Nearly Ten Millions Decrease in FebWashlhgton, March 1.—The debt statement
issued to-day shows the decrease or the public
debt during the month of February to be $9,783,511.63. Cash in the Treasury, $252,617,648.27; gold certificates outstanding, $5,188,120
silver certificates outstanding, $68,674,480; certificates of deposit outstanding, $11,550,000;
refunding certificates outstanding, $546,450;
legal tenders outstanding, S246,681,016; fractional
outstanding, $7,065,877.67;
currency
cash balance available, $155,147,388.86.
The payments made from the Treasury by
warrants during the month of February, 1882,
were as follows: On account of civil and miscellaneous, $4,441,108.28; war, $3,015,721.91;
navy, $1X66,906.86; interior (Indian) $499,426.83; interior (pensions), $8,934,164; total,
$17,957,326.88.
AN INLAND SEA.
Great Extent and Disastrous Effects of
the Western Flood.
New York, March 1.—A Memphis dispatch
From
Cairo, 111., to Vicksburg, Miss.,
says:
there is scarcely anything to be seen but a
dreary, watery waste, extending in many localities fifteen miles into the interior from
either bank. The damage that has been done
to farming interests by the great overflow cannot now be estimated. Thousand of cattle and
other stock have been drowned and hundreds
The inhabare now daily dying of starvation.
itants of the bottom lands have been driven
from their homes, and are now existing as best
they may on ridges, where hastily built huts
afford them shelter, and where they would
soon starve wer^ not food provided.
Severe Storm in Texas.

Galveston, Texas, March 1,—The wires to
the northern portion of the State ^pre prostrated by a severe storm last night.
Reports
from different available points show considerable damage. A Hempstead special says fences
and outhouses were|blown down, trees uprooted
The Baptist and
and buildings unroofed.
The
Catholic churches were badly injured.

residence of J. D. Cochran was lifted from its
A number
foundation and carried ten yards.
of other bouses were partly destroyed. At the
chapel the students, being deprived of all
other means of exit, escaped from their rooms
by ladders, trees, etc. The damage here will
reach $5000. The damage at Prairie View is
$2000. A Bryant special says considerable
damage was done there by the storm.
The News Valley Mills special says a cyclone
struck this place Monday night almost completely destroying the town. Only one busiBunkman’s hotel
ness house was left stading.
a two story building was carried some distance
and hurled into a heap. Ten persons in the
hotel were all injured, but none seriously. No
lost of life is reported, but the damage to prop-
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A Crazy Letter

in Opposition to Conkling’s Nomination.
Washington, March 1.—The following remarkable protest was sent by Mrs. Scoville,
from Chicago to Washington last Saturday, the
bearer being a gentleman:
Chicago, February 25.

To the I'nited States Senate:
Roscoe Conkling for tho supreme bench of
the United States? How dare anybody give
such a preferment to the man who, of all
others, should be punished with the execration
of his countrymen and of the world for tho
untold sorrow and humiliation we have suffered! Can they believe that the conviction of
poor, crazy Guiteau, lynched by process of law,
will so cover up their own nefarious record
that blinded the nation that the world will no
more see their iniquity but quietly consent to
bow down submissively to “My Lord” Conkling when he shall assume the judicial ermine
of the highest court in the land, the court of
last resort? If such things are to be, where
are our boasted liberties?
She then refers to the intense political agitation preceding the assassination, which she alleges turned Guiteau's head. She closes as follows:
Have we not already suffered enough from
Roscoe Conkling? I protest in the name of an
outraged public opinion that this man shall not
be‘allowed the honor and profit of great political preferment while odium is heaped upon
the poor victim of a political craze. I protest
against the dragging of the spotless judicial
ermine into the horrible filth of a political faction which nearly disrupted the country and
caused the terrible excitement which led to
the disastrous inflaming of an already distracted mind. I protest in the name of the widowed wife and mother whoso mourning is thus
mocked by the enemies of the dead President.
I protest against the appointment of this imperious demagogue who, above all others, was
the chief cause of the degrading strife which
culminated in the death which the nation
mourns. I protest in the name of justice,
which should be equal to all, that this man
shall not be elevated to the high position which
may enable him to pass final judgment upon
the fate of my poor insane brother
Frances M. Scoville.

is that Cairo safe.

Railroad Consolidation.
Springfield, March 1.—Articles of consolidation were filed to-day between the Toledo,
Delpbos and |tfurnngion, mo is ranxiorr, or.
Louis and Toledo, and the Toledo, Cincinnati
and St. Louis Railroads, under the name of
the Toledo, Cincinnati and St. Louis Railroad,
with a consolidated capital of $13,000,000.

on

the Iron Mountain railroad track

swept away, and a
Caddo is submerged, and
safe. Much damage was
and Fort Smith railroad,
wo days.

bridge

over

Fourch

considered to bo undone to Little Rock
all by rain, the past

bays.

Riotous Strikers.

Omaha, March 1.—One liundrod

striking

railroad laborers attacked those remaining at
work this morning. This afternoon they were
reinforced by GO others and compelled 40
laborers to quit. Mayor Boyd read the riot act
and ordered the crowd to disperse. The police
were resisted and clubs and reyolyers produced.

Four rioters

were

arrested.

Government tsecuritics:
United States 6s, ex.

.Jjjo
United^tates.B’s ext.10f
113%

United States new, 4% s, reg.
United States new, 4V2*s coup.

United'States

new,

Chicago & Alton preferred.
C. B. Quincy.

Erie preferred.
Illinois Central...
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Shore.1iT7?
31/8

Michigan Central.

New

Jersey

31%

Central

Northwestern.13G%

Northwestern preferred.\
New York Central.JjJIVs
131 A
Rock Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.1956/^
St. Paul preferred.Jfj*
Union Pacifle stock. 1J3j*
Western Union Tel. Co. 78%
...

California mining Block*.

(By Telegraph.)

Francisco. March 1.—The following are tte
o’osina Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

umo a

In the circuit court at Chicago yesterday
it was decided that deposits sn the hands of
private bankers are taxable.
D. B. Jackson's store and barn at Southbury, Conn., were burned yesterday morning
by an incendiary. Loss §2500; insured $1C00.
The post office was in the same building. All
thff effects are a total loss.
It has been decided to hold a National Agricultural exhibition in 1883, but the place has
not yet been selected.
Delaware river at Milford, Penn., rose six
feet yesterday.
The State capital of Louisiana was yesterday established at Baton Ronge.
The remains of Mrs. Sophia Bowen of Bennington, Vt., were found in a deserted house
four miles north of Petersburg, N. Y., yesterday. Rats had eaten the flesh and only the
woman
The
skeleton remained.
proDably
starved to death.
Dr. Carver beat Mr. Webster at bird shoot-

ing at Nottingham, England, yesterday.
The sub-committee of the railroad commitof the Pbiladelphia council has decided to
report against the construction of an elevated
railroadT
tee

FINANCIAL AND C0M$£RCmL
Review of the

Wholesale Market.

ENDING March 1.
Few changes are reported the pact week. Flour
is steady ana unchanged. In Cooperago 14 ft hoops
are $2 lowei. There are no Haddoek or Shore Herring in the market. Loose nay is S2 lower. Iron
is firm. Leather is steady at former quotations.
The lower price in Pure Ground Lead of $7 has been
taken off. Portland Pure Lead is quoted at §7 25.
In Provisions, Beef and Pork are higher. The outside price of Yellow Eyed Beans is placed at 3 30.

FOB

THE

WEEK

Cheese is dull. Grain is firm and advancing. Eggs
have met with a great tumble and are down to 22@
23c. Jamacia Oranges are quoted at 2 50(2:3 00;
Messina and Palermo Lemons at an advance of EOc.
Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press
&

Co.,

daily by Wheeler, Swift
Chicago Dressed

Commission Merchants in

Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.8 @9%

Hinds.
Rattles.

9ya@ll%

0
Fores.6y2@7%
@ 7
Backs.7 @8% Rounds. 7%(g 8%
Rumps.12 @13% Loins.12 @10%

Kilim- Loins.12
@15
Prices are steady at quotations. Hindcs and

Fores in oqual demand.
drain

fhe Wool market.
Boston. March 1[Reported for the Press].—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pcnnsvlvanla—
4G
@48
PicklocX and XXX.
@45
Choice XX.44

FlneX.43
Medium.46

@44

@48
@40

■—38

@43
@ 42%

@40

PORTLAND

10.31.. 128
11.30.. 126V*
12.30.. 126%
<11.03..126%

127%
127%
128%

Call....126%

127%

128

120%
128%
126%
126%
120%

58%
58%
68%
58%
68%

Feb. 28.

63%
03%
64%
64

63%

40%
40%
40%
40%
40%

Foreign Exports.
CARDENAS. Brig Henry B Cleaves—4555 shooks
and heads, 600 prs heading, 400 box shooks, 400
boxes herring.
Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG.
Steamship Toronto—200
boxes tin, 8 pigs lead to II P Webb, 1600 boxes tin
wool
44
bales
to
order.
plate,
Daily Domestic Beceipta.
By waver conveyance—1000 bush Ooiumeal to G
&
Go.
True
w.

Beceipta

_

Stock Market.

The following quotations ol stocks are reoelvod
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange),
dle and Exchange stree e:

corner

Opening.
Boston Land.S 7%
Water Power.S 6 %
23
Flint & Pere Marqnette common

s. & Clev. 7s...103
& Erie 7s. 64
A. T. & S. F. 85%
Boston & Maine.145%
Eastern. 34%
Flint & Pere Marqnette preferred. 93ys
67
L. R.i& Ft- Smith.

Hartford

Marquottbi Houghton

Ont. 67

30
15

Superline.....
.

Feb. 27, Gilbert M, Dunbar, aged 19
years, -son of the late Alexander and Mary Dunbar
In Westport, Feb. 27, Franklin H. Hodgdjn, aged
67 years 6 months.
In Gardiner, Feb. 18, Sarah H., wife of Joseph
Dili, aged 68 years 6 months,
funeral service of the late Eunice Hasty
held at the residence of Geo. H. Cushman,
Ca.lton street, on Thursday afternoon at 3
o'clock. Relatives and friends are Invited to attend.

jgyThe

will be
No. 92

mauling days of nteabsiiips,
PROM

POX

Colon.New York..Aspinwall...Mch
Servia.New York.. Liverpool.. Mch

Brooklyn.Portland...Liverpool

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
8

...Mch

Adriatic.New York..Liverpool....Mch
BalUo....New York..Liverpool—Meh

Cimbria.New York..Hamburg.. ..Mch

NovaScotiau.Boston.Liverpool....Mch

Prussian.Boston.Glasgow.Mch
Saratoga.New York. Havana.Mch
City of Berlin.Now York..Liverpool... .Mch
Helvetia.New York..Liverpool. ..Mch
Circassia.New York.. Glasgow.Mch
Parthia.New York..Liverpool—Mch

8

California.New York.. London.Meh
Cityof Paris.New York..Liverpool...Mch
Silesia.New York..Hamburg .Mch
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool ...Meh
Accapulco.New York..Panama.Mch
Scythia.New York.. Liverpool.. .Mch
Amerique.New York..Havre.Meh

11

Polynesian.Portland.... Liverpool.... Mch
Sarmatian.Boston.-Liverpool.... Meh

22
30

9
9

..

that no railroad bond
the market in years having elements of security so satisfactory to the conservative
of
nvestor as these, and the fact that the great hulk
the issue has been absorbed by investors of the highsolid
est rank for sound judgment, reputation and

10
11

ALMANAC.MARCH 2.

Sunrises.6.36 | High water,(am).. 9.41
9un set?.5.49 I Moon sets. 6.06

whole or in part without notloo.
company claims and will demonstrate that
from existing business, urgently demanding relief,
its net revenues, after all fixed charges are paid, will
exceed 30 per cent, per annum on its capital stock.
Full informatien at the offices of the company,

banns in
The

16 and 18 Exchange Place, New York.

Texas.17

Canada
Do

PORT OF

6s
Portland City,
7s
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
7s
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
And. & Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort,
'5s
Eastern Car Trust,
5*
8s
Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw K. R. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
R
K.,
Dayton & Michigan
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton & Dayton R. R.
La
No. Pacific R. R. Gen’l Mort. Land Grant,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,
-FOB HALE

Buenos

@ 25
@ 17

Ayres.23 @29

32
m 36
Montevideo.
Cape Good Hope.29 @33
40
@45
Australian.....
25
@80
Donskoi....
There is no change in the Wool marxet. Manuboth
and
facturers continue to purchase moderately
for
buyers and sellers appear to be quite indifferent

the time being.
Brighton Cattle market.
For the week ending Wednesday, March 3.
Amount of stock at market 1167; Sheep and
Lambs 2,190; Swine 14.205; Veals 65; number of
Vestern Cattle 927; Northern and Eastern OpUI
ilch Jows, &c., 240.|
100 lb, live weight—ExPrices of Beef Cattle
tra duality at 6 76@7 12%; first quality 6 00 p
at
5
25@5 87%; third qual3 62%; second quality
ity 4 25@5 12%: poorest grades of coarge Oxen,
Bulls, fee.. 3 00@4 37%.
Brighton Hides at 8%c ^ lb; Brighton Tallow at
7%c # lb.
Country Hides 7c ^ lb; Country Tallow 6c ¥> lb.
Calf Skins 12@12%c
tt>;Sheep and Lamb Skins
at 1 00@$1 75 each.
were
Most of the Beeves
sold|at prices ranging
from 5% @63,4 c W lb live weight.
in
very active demand. VVe
Working Oxen—Not
notice sales of

Live weight.
2600
2700
2600

Girth.

1
1
1
1

$117
$125
$125
2700
$126
pair..6
Good Cows in demand and sold at fair prices. We
6
8
6
8

..6
pair.
pair.6
pair..6
....

note sales of

new amen vow at

»ou;

uu »

§7u.
Sheep and Lambs—Those

from the West were
all owned by butchers and cost from 6%@7%0 ptb
landed at Brighton.
Swine-Fat Hogs cost landed at the slaughter
.—„———
houses from 7@7% c j> ft Uv* wejglu.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
V. S. Called Bonds cashed.
novll)oodtf

Evansville, Indiana.6s
Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortg8ge..6s
.6a
Leeds & Farmington 1st Mort....
Portland &Ogdonsbnrg 1st Mort.Os
Northern Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York & New England 1st Mort.6a
.6a
Railroad Equipment Co
Maine Central R. R Co. Consol.7s

Cbicngo

(By Telegraph.)
CHiCAGO.Mareh 1.—Hogs—Receipts 19,000 head;
idarket is dull; common to good
luixed at 6 00*6 60; heavy packing and shipping at
6 00@7 00; light 6 00@6 60; skips and culls 4 00@

shipments 9,000;

6 00.

Cattle—Receipts 6000head;Bhipments 2300 head;
steadv; exports 6 00®6 76; good to choice shipping
6 60®5 9 i;common to fair 4 60@6 00.
Sheep receipts 3,000head; shipments 2100 head;
unchanged; inferior to fair 3 75@4 76; medium to
good at 4 90@6 26; choice to extra 6 6C@8 00.
Mouiestlc market*.
(Bv Telegraph.)
«sw York. March 1—Evening.—Flour market
in
and
still
dull
buyers favor and in instances Bhade
lower;limited export and jobbing trade demand.
Flonr
17,238 bbls; exports 1126 bbls;
Receipts
sales 12,200 bbls; No 2 at 2 70®3 76; Superfine
Western and State 3 90@4 40; common to good ext
Western and State 4 50@6 16; good to choice Western extra at 6 20®8 76; common to choice White
Wheat Western extra 7 00® 8 00;faney do at 8 00
@8 76; common to good extra Ohio at 4 70®8 26;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 4 00®8 76;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 50®8 00; choioe to
double extra at 8 00®8 75, including 1400 bbls of
City Mill extra at 6 60®6 60 for W I: 900 bbls
No 2 at 2 70@3 76; 600 Superfine S 90@4 40; 900
bbls low extra 4 60 *4 90; 2800 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at 4 70@8 76; 4600 bbls Minnesota extra at
4 65®8 60. southern flour drooping; common to
fair at 6 10@6 60; good to choice at 6 70@8 00.

Wheal—receipts 21,600 bush: exports 16.713
bush; opened %@%e lower, afterwards recovered
from decline and advanced %@1%. closing weak
with a portion of improvement lest; export trade
fair and good business on speculative account sales
3.250,000 bush, including 234,000 bush on spot;
No 2 Spring at 1 33; ungraded Red 1 05@1 34%;
No 3 do 1 28®1 28%; No 2 Red 1 82%@1 33%
for new, 1 34%@1 36% old; No 1 Red at 1 39%_@
1 41; ungraded White at 1 23® 1 26; No 1 do, 25,Rye
000 at 1 30%@1 31 new, 1 32%@1 33 old.
is easier; 6,000 State 90. Barley drooping. Cora
opened %@% lower, afterwards recovered %@%c
on cash lotn,
closing very firm with a moderate export and fair speculative trade; receipts 69,933
bush; exports 18,905 bush; sales 1,188,000 bush,
including 148,000 on the spot; ungraded 66@69% ;
No 3 at 65%@66o: No 2 at 68@68%o new, 09V*
@69% c oia, 69c fob; steamer Yellow at 70c; No 2

for March 67%@68%c,closing at 68%c;April69%
@69%c, closing at 69%c; May at 70%@71o, closOat* %@%c better
ing at 71c: Jane at 70%c.
and less active:

receipts 30,130 bush; exports-

bush; sales 173.0C0 bash; |No 3 at 5t’c; White do at
61@61%cnew, 52Vic old; No 2 at 51%@51%c
new, 62%@62%c old; do White at 62%c; No 1 at

61%c; do White 64%c;Mixed Western at 49@52c;
do White E0@66c; Mixed State at 60@62c; White
do 62@56o, including 25,000 bush No 2 for March
a 51%c; 10,000 for April at 60%@603/sc; 20,000
May 49%@49%c. Hugnr firm; fair to good refinlUM UUUbQU

Ay

Olllliu

ii/iuugv*

■

uivv

u*

8%@8 ll-16c; standard A %;
powderedi9%c;Cubea at 9%; crushed at 9% ; granulated 9%e; Confee. at 8%. Molasses is tirm: 60
test reflniug 34c; New Orleans 66@76c; Porto Rico
at 39@60c. Petroleum is firm; united at 81%.
Tallow is easier; sales 80,000 lbs. 8(5,8%. Pork
unsettled and drooping; spot mess quoted at 16 76
old; 17 75 for new; March 17 26@17 40; April at
off A

17

35@17

60.

Lard is

12%@15

lower

and less

active, closing unsettled and depressed: sales 760
prime steam on the spot at 10 76; 150 city steam at
10 65; refined for Continent quoteu 10 95. Butter weak; State 25@45;Western 18@45c. Cheese
unsettled.
Freights to Liverpool weak; Wheat p steam 4.
Chicago, March 1.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
unsettled; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 26% for cash;
1 26%iffil 26% for March; 1 28@1 28% for April:
1 26% for May; 1 23% for June; No 3 do 1 06®
107 rejected at 70@77. Corn is irregular at 68%
@60c for cash; 68%c for March;698/sc April: 63%
Oats are
for May; 63%c June; rejected at 69%c.
steady at 43c for cash; 40%c cash; 40%c March;
4 l%c for April; 44% May; 43%c June; rejected
nt 41c. Rye is unchanged.
Barley dull at 1 03®
1 045. Dressed Hogs weaker 7 40@7 60. Pork is
lower at 17 00 cash; 16 90 for March; 17 12%®

April:

17

32%@17

36

May;

17

Arrived.

York.

Sch Harry P Percy, Hinkley, Bate, to ioaa
New York.
Sch Collins Howe. Orne, Southport.
Sch Kozella, Stanley, Eastport for Boston.

62y2@17

56

ror

Stocks bought and sold at New York, Philadeland Boston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Boston Stock Exchange.

phia

<te Moulton
Woodbury
Cor.
Exchange Sts.,
Middle &

dec31

Cleared.
B

Brig Henry

Cleaves, Charlsou, Cardenas—Isaac

of Mid-

Closing.
8
6%
23
103

51%
86%
146%
34%
93%
66

57

eodtf

BANKING HOUSE

_

Smith, Allen, New York

—

Berlin

Mills Co.

Sch Bramhall, Hamilton, New York—Berlin Mills
Sch Warren B Potter, Benson, Gun Point, to load
for Baltimore—J Nickerson & Son.
l'KOM OUB

WISCASSET,

Feb

OF-

Wallace, Philadelphia—E G

Willard,

Sch O .r

Henry Clews & Co.,
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

(NEXT DOOR

CORRESPONDENT

26-Sld, sch Willie Sheppard,

Beeves. Charleston.
Feb 28—Ar, sebs Emperor,

Brewer, Boothbay.

Capt Gamage. of schr Hope Haynes, has taken
charge of the schr Lizzie S Haynes, and Capt Meady
takes charge of the Hope Haynes. Capt Adams, late
of the L S H, is to have a new vessel. Capt Dunton,
late of the R M Brookings, has taken charge of the
Douglas Haynes.
T M Hagan & Co, at
The fishing schr building
Bath, for parties in Portland, will be launched in
about three weeks.

J Gilmore, of Ellsworth, 123 tons, bnilt at
Sullivan in 1868, has beon purchased by A C Gay &
Co, and Capt Hiram Rhodes of Rockland. Capt
Rhodes is to command her.
Sch S

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHAN OH.]
Cadiz Feb 28, barque Arietta, Nicbolz, from

Ar at

Padaug.

Arat Philadelphia 28th, sch Nellie F Sawyer,
Bunker, Cardenas.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 25th Inst, ship Lizzie Moses,
Spear, Havre.
Ar at Queenstown 25th, ship Alice M Minot,Whitmore, Liverpool for New Orleans.
Sid fm Liverpool Feb 28, ship Sterling, Goodwin,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Havre Feb 27th, ship W W Crapo, Hardy,
New York.
__

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
Board of
and
the
of N. Y. Stock Exchange
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
Jan31 eodtf

MUNICIPAL
AMD

has been changed to Bertha E Glover.
Sch Lconeasa, lying at Ames shipyard, Rockland,
has undergone repairs to the extent ol $1600, She
has a new deck and rails, and has been strengthened

STO C K1S
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Slock Exchange.

194

octS

>nw»» ■*■«*•

Morse, Queenstown.
ASTORIA, O—Sid 19th, barque Helen Marion,
Robinson, United Kingdom.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 20tb, ship Great Admiral. Thompson, Philadelphia.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 24tt>, sch Clara L Dyer,
Nickerson, from Utilla.
PENSACOLA—Cld 23d, barque Thos Fletcher.
Harding, Buenos Ayres.
CEDAR KEYS, FLA—Ar 23d, schs Addle Fuller,
Jorgenson, Pensacola; Starlight. Blair, Tampico.
Cld 14th, brig Cora Green, Philbrook, Tampico.
Cld 16th, sch Kockie E Yates, Harris, Tampico.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 23d, sch Sliver Heels,
Mayo, Baltimore.
Ar 26th, sch W H Card, Foss, New York, (3 days
passage.)
Cld 24th. sch Lackawana, Closson, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 24th, barque Hattie G McFarland, McFarland, Baltimore.
In port 26th, schs Annie Whiting, Gray, for New
York, ldg; Morris W Child, Torrey, for Boston.
SAVANNAH—Cld 28th, *chs Annie Blis*, McIntyre, New York; Charmer, do.
TYBEE—Ar 27tb, sch Gen Adelbert, Ames, from
New York.
DARIEN—Ar 27th, sch Irene E Meservey, Meservev, Baltimore.
GEORGETOWN. SC-Ar 20th, sch Eflie J Sim-

sid 28th,

barque Henry Knight.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, brig John Wesley,
Cardenas.
Hines,
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 28th, ship Sea King.

eodtl

CO.,

No. 19 Wail Street, New York,
Buy

and sell all active stocks on three to five per
cent, margin. They send FREE their

FINANCIAL REPORT,”

(•WEEKLY

Showing how large profits
ments of

SI©

can

he made

on

invest-

feblS eodlyr

$1 ,uoo.

to

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TURNER BROS.
OFFER

^

TO-DAY,

Over 2000 Yds.
40 INCHES WIDE IN 11 SHADES.

AT 50 GTS.
These desirable goods

are

all wool and of superior quality.
488 and 490

CONGRESS STREET.
sndtf

febl7

CAUCUSES.

Gotchell,

Havre.
Ar at do 28th, sch Chas H Morse, Cash, Hi rmon’s
Harbor.
NEW YORK-Ar 28th, ship Emily Reed, Shelden,
Rotterdam; schs Jennie Clark, Cousins, Providence;
Joe Carltou, Thurston, New London.
Ar 1st, brig J F Merry. Bradley, Matanzas.
Cld 28th, ship L B Gilchrist, Watts, for London;
Mary E Russull, Nickels, Sydney, NSW; Fannie H
Loring, Soule, for Matanzas; Jose E More, Carlisle,
Sagua; schs Luella A Snow, Gregory, Baracoa; E H

Street.

JOHN A. DODGE &

mons, from Thomaston.

WASHINGTON, NC—Ar 24th, sch Nellie Wadsworth, Hill. Charleston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 24tb, sch Addle M Bird,
Falcs, Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Sid 27tb, barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, Rio Janeiro.
BALTIMORE—Cld 27th, sch John E Sanford,
Wixon, New Bedford, (and sailed.)
Ar 28th, barque Albert Schultz, Penny, Kcnne-

Middle

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.
The old-established Banking House ol

m

Ml

HANSON,

SAMUEL

Sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, at Havana from
St John, Pits, reports neavy veauiw uu mo iiiidm*c
and lest deckload.
Steamtng Clara Clanta has been libelled for the
sum of $10,000 for coal barge* recently lost off

FRANCISCO—Sid 21st, ship Wm Q Davis,

Bonds

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

throughout.

Bridgeport, Ct.

—

Railway

_

name

Fnlmouth.

The Republicans of Falmouth, are requested to
meet at the Town House, on THURSDAY, March
2d, at four o’clock p. m., to nominate candidate for
town officers and choose a town committee.
Per order Town Committee.

Falmouth,

Feb.

Weetbrooh.
The Republicans of Westbrook, are requested to
meet at Weston’8 Hall, Saccarappa, on THURSDAY, March 2nd, at 7 o’clock p. m., to nominate
candidates for town officers for the ensuing year.
Also, to choose Town Committee.
Per order Republican Town Committee.

Hoboken.
Sid 28th, sch S M Thomas, Conroy, Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 28th, sch Laura T Chester,
Kent, New York; Clio Cblllcott, Fullerton, Salem.
Sid 28tb,scbs Margie,Wooster, and Volant, Murch
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27th, sehs B F Walker,
from Horse Island for New York; Dreadnaught, fm
Gun Point for de; Clio Chillcott, Fullerton, Glouces-

The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth, are requested
to meet at the Town House on Thursday, March 2d,
at 4 o’clock P. M., to nominate candidates for
town officers for the ensuing year.
Also to choose
a town committee.
Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 27th, 1882.
Per order,
Town Committee.

ter for New Bedford.

The Republicans of Deering, are requested to
meet at the Town Honse, Flu DAY, March third,
at two o’clock p. m., to nominate a candidate for
Town Officer, in place of J. H. Hutchin*, declined.
Per order,
TOWN COMMITTEE.

BOSTON—Ar 28th, schs Normandy, Adams, Hoboken; J W Smart. Young. Eastport.
Cld 28th, barque Illie, Brown, Sydney, NSW and
Rrishane: schs C H Mocomber. Rumrill, Jacksonvillo; Kate E Rich, Bowen, Wilmington, uei, via
Bastus Island, Me.
Cld 1st, sch John Proctor, Thatcher, Damariscotta to load for Baltimore.

NEWbURYPORT— Ar 27th, gch W D Cargill,
Lowe. Elizahethport.
BATH—Ar 28th, schs Carrie S Bailey, Fletcher,
Satilla River; Bessie £ Dickinson, Dickinson,Savannah; sch Ripley Ropes, Lewis, Boston.
Sid 28ih, sch Mentor, Hinekley, Portland.
Sid 28th, sobs Belle Higgins, Higgins, Morehead
City, NC; Harry Percy, Hinckley, Portland.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Iloilo prev to Feb 25th, barque Chestiua
Redman, Elliott, Boston.
Sid fm sourabaya Feb 20th, ship Leading Wind,
Hinckley, Boston.
Ar at Esquimault Feb 13, ship Storm King, Reed,
Guaymas for orders.
Ar at Montevedio Jan 19, brig Tarifa, Brown, Calais, (and sailed for Buenos Ayres.)
Sla Jan 18, brig Daisy Boynton, Appleby, for

Lard lower at 10 45 cash; 10 45 S 10 47%
March; 10 63%@10 65 April; 10 77%@10 80 for
10
92ya for June. Bulk Meats are unsettled;
May;
shoulders at 6 30: short ribs 9 30. short clear 9 56.
New York.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
In port Jan 26, ship Pleiades, Frost, for Pacific
easier at 1 26%@1 26% for March; 1 27% April;
coast; barque Elinor Vernon, Humphreys, disg, to
1 26% May; 1 23 June. Corn lower 58%o March;
load
for New York; Estella, Loring, unc.
69®59ysc April; 63%c May; 63%@68%c June,
Sid fm Laguayra Jan 30th, brig Leonard Myers,
(la's easier at 40Vs®40% for March; 41®41 y8 for Hix,
New York.
April; 44c for May; 43y*@43% for June. Pork is
Sid fm Kingston, Ja, Feb 18th, sch Lizzie Lane,
irregular at 16 86@18 95 tor March: 17 12% for
Mobile.
West,
April; 17 35 May; 17 65 June. Lard is lower at lI
At Matanzas Feb 22, barques Havana, Rice, for
10 60310 62% for April; 10 75 for May; 10 82%
New York few days; Belle Wooster, Higgins; OrJune.
mus, Shackford, and J S Winslow, Morton, for
Receipts—26,000 bbls fiour, 16,000 bush wheat, North
of Hatteras; Shetland, Haskell, from New
62,COO bush oorn, 39,000 bush orts, 3,000 bush
Cbas Fobes, Bnckman. and Lizzie, Devereux,
York;
bush
barley.
rye, 14,000
wtg; brig F I Henderson, Griffin, for New York;
Shipmauts-20.000 bbl* Hour, 16,000 bush wheat, Josefa,
Davis, for North of Hatteras; Ellen H Mun60 000 bush oorn, 26,000 bush oat*, 29C0 bui h
roo. Adams, and C S Packard, Harkness, disg; schs
I ye, 11.090 bush barley.
Lahaina, Houghton, and Lizzie Dewey, Peters, ter
ST. Louis, March 1.—Flour is inactive; treble exNorth of Hatteras; A H Waite, Dodge, for Baltitra at 5 45; family 5 80; choioeat 6 15; fancy 6 50.
more; and others.
Wheat is unsettled; No 2 Red Fall at 1 24 for cash;
1 22% for March; 1 24% for April; 1 25% May;
1 18 June; No 3 do 119; No 4 do 1 08. Corn—oath
higher; options lower; 69c for cash; 69%c March;
61%c for April. 63%c for May;63%c Juno. Pork
dull at 17 80 bid for April; job lots 17 87% cash.
Lard nominally 10 50.
Reoeipts—4,000 bbl* flour, 17,000 husn when
50.0UO bush com, 00,000 bu*h out*, 000,000 bran
■j
rye, 0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-7,000 bbl* flour, 7,000 bush wheit
19,000 bush oorn, 00,000 bu*h oat*, 00,000 bush
Barley, 0.0C0 tush rye.
on hand the
We have
DETBOrr, Mar, h 1.—Wheat firmer; No 1 White
and
MUNICIPAL
A
1
best of
spot and March all 24; pril 26% ;May at 1 26% ;
June at 1 26%.
securities.
Railway
Receipts 6,000; shipments 0,000 bush.
New Obleans,March 1.—Cotton steady; Mlddlii g
upland* ll%c.
Mobile, March 1.—Cotton is firm; Middling upland* at 11% o.
Savannah, March 1.-Cotton quletjMiddltug up32 Exchange Street.
lands 11 5-160.
Febl
eodtf
Memphis, March 1.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
8. It. NILES,
uplands at ll8/se.

s.

22,1882.

King, Bunker, do; Maggie Abbott, McIntosh, do;

L A Lewis, Fletcher, Brunswick.
Passed the Gate 28th, schs Flora JS McDonald,
from New York for Boston; Grace Cushing, Philadelphia for Boston; J S Glover, Virginia for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, sehs E O Gates, Freeman, Perth Amboy; Sarah E Jones, Reed, from

V

Chicago

_

.TIE 710 HAND A.
Sch Trade Wind, which has been repairing on the
railway at Rockland the past few months, is ready
to bo launched and is now nearl* good as new. Her

STOCK EXCHANGE.)

TO THE

by

SAN

Lire Stock market.

BY-

BARRETT,

SWAN &

PORTLAND.

Sch Zacheus Sherman, Burt, Baltimore via Fall
River—coal to Maine Cent KR.
Sch Mary F Pike. Good, Boston for St John, NB.
Sch Lyndou Clark, Boston for Bar Harbor.
Sch Anna Sargent, Prout, La Hare, NS—40,000
lbs fish.
Sch Mentor, Hinkley, Bath, (ar 28tb) to load for

Willard.
Sch Seth W

@40
@40

pulled.30

Combine.39

23
Smyrna washed.
if unwashed.15

deod9t

febit

INVESTMENTS.

441
62 Va

@ 42
@33
@29
@ 36
@33

on

right

ing

3STEWS.

MARINE

Emory.

26

offered

wealth, confirms this belief.
The price of the bonds is par ami accrued interest
accompanied by a bonus of thirty per cent, of the
fully paid capital stock of the company (threo
shares with each $1,000 bond), the company reservto advance the price or withdraw the
the

16
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool... .Mch 16

46
38

@60
@50

rffp

confidently believed

has been

Deering.

Cure Your
BT

Corns5

USING

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Buuioo Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
BTA CURB IS O UARANTRED.^JES
Price 95 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.

Try It and you will

be convinced

like thousands

who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Me hi otter beck's Corn nod H'ari
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
gndtf

w

X^

Spring Opening!
ON

THURSDAY & FRIDAY.
Feb. 23d and 24th.
[WE SHALL GIVE OUR

ANNEAL SPRING

OPENING

-OF-

BANK STOCKS WallPapers
W
anted.

of Maine tlentral.

For Portland, cars 41 miscellaneous merchandise,
(or oonneoting roads 72 cars miscellaneous mer-

chandise.

Common.36
Pulled—Extra.36

oo

?

for
The Oregon Pad tie Railroad Company ofl'vrs
bearsale a limited amount of its twenty-year bonds
in
ing six per cent, interest payable seml-aDnually
and
New York or London on the first days of April

WEDNESDAY, March 1.

17 15
Juno.

Market.

46 years.
In Bath,

7%
Sierra Nevada...•••*
Union Con.. ....10%
1
fellow Jacket.

rawny

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Miss Emily Numbers, aged 17, a school,
teacher at Salem, Adams county, Indiana, was
horribly outraged and murdered Tuesday at
her schoolhouse by some unknown villains,
Three miles of the Iron Mountain railroad
has been swept away.
A fire in ftreenbush, New York, yesterday
bnrned a tannery, shoe factory, newspaper
office, stable and dwelling. Total loss 530,000.

f
9%

(BONDS

GOLD

o

Northern P*Ue.

Combing and delaine—
Medium and No 1 combing.48
22Fine delaine....»....47
Low and coarse.38
Medium unwashed.30
26
Low unwashed.
12
California.

others would fully share them.
War Imminent Between China and Japan.
Hong Kono, Feb. G.—China is steadily inA Shanghai paper
creasing her armament.
says this is in view of imminent war between
China and Japan.

3%

....

Working Against Bradlaugh.
J. E. Redmond, Homo Rule member of the

dootrinw

Capt.
At Chebeague, Island, Raohel,
ry Mansfield, aged 69 years 4 months. [Eastern
papers copy.]
In Augusta, Feb. 17, Thomas C. Day, aged 46
years 6 months.
In Augnsta. Feb. 18, Leweliyn Marston, aged

MINIA1- KF,

Mexican.

@
@
@
@
@

liOTr

3%

Gould & Curry..

Medium.46

•BolitihMl-WMB

7b%

Oregon Pacific Railroad
FIRST MORTGAGE, IAND GRANT

It is

Hen-

4’s, reg..117

United States new, 4’s, coup.iil/8
Pacific 6’s of ..
The following are-the closing quotations of stocks
Chicago & Alton... 135

(©

Portland, Feb. 28.

_

lower.
The transactions at the Stool: Exchange aggregate.1 460.000 shares.
or
The following are to-day’s closing quotations

Medium.45

_

Delaware and Chesapeake Canal.
Baltimore, March. 1.—The Baltimore Board
of Trade has prepared a circular letter to be
sent to the governors of States and to the different commercial bodies of the country for
the purpose of soliciting their active co-operation in furthering a bill before Congress to connect by canal the Chesapeake and Delaware

generally

Common.3/
Other Western—

Cbioago.-Wheat--.—Corn-- -Oats—
Mar.
Time. Mar.
April. May.
May. Mar.

were

bonds

The Lords’ Inquiry Into the Land Act.
London, March 1.—It is stated that the
cabinet council eas decided that Forster should
not accept the invitation to appear before the
House of Lords committee to give evidence
regarding the working of the land act j

Explosion of Nitro-Glycerine—Two Men

three mills

loaned
New York. March 1—-Evening. Money
diem in addition
up from 6 per annum to 1-32 per
mercantile
to legal interest and closed at 6; prime
for long and
paper 6%(a 6. Exchange steady 485%
490 for short. Government 4s coup Vs lower. Mate
Railroad bonds irregular and
arc inactive.

FINANCIAL.

October.

wife of

(By Telegraph.)

"gSESlZX.42
Fine.42

House of Commons and member for the Laud
League, will go to Northampton to advise the
Irish voters to oppose the return of Bradlaugh.
A cavalry regiment will be sent there in view
The polling will
of possible disturbances.
take place to-morrow.
Rioting In Dublin.
There was rather serious rioting last evening in Dublin. A person supposed to havo
given information to the police in reference to
the murder of farmer Bailey was tired at without result by three men, while walking on the
street.
The Herzegovinian Revolt.
Cettinje, March 1.—An Austrian force
from Foca lost 200 men Saturday in an unsuccessful attempt to force the passage of the
Drina.
The Austrian account of what is apparently
the same affair is directly contradictory.
Jewish Fugitives to be Sent to America,
London, March 1.—A Vienna dispatch to
,the Telegraph says: A special delegate of the
Jewish allianco has returned here from Brody,
where he went to assist 13CD Jewish fugitives
His mission was not sucto return to Russia.
cessful, as it was learned that if there were
sent back they would be exposed twcertain
The sum of 1C0.0C0 florins will be dedeath.
voted to defray the expenses of their emigraAmerica.
tion to
The Convicted Nihilists.
St. Petersburg, March 1.—Just before the
Nihilist prisoners were sentenced
Klyetotschnikoff struck
Merkuloff, who testified
against several others in the hope of escaping
the sentence nf death, on his ear savins' “Take
that from your fellow prisoners.” It is reported the sentences of death will be commuted to the penal servitude. The addresses
of connsel for the prisoners were excellent.
M. Alexandevoff, the well known counsel for
Vera Sassulitch, defended Emilianoff in a
brilliant address. He said the prisoners were
certain
honorable and respectable, but in
respects diseased. He felt if only regicide were

In this city, Feb. 23, hy Key. J. Rice of Gray,
Samuel R. Wade and Miss Mary McKenzie, both of
Portland.
In Rockland, Feb. 19, Lewis H. Gray and Julia A.
Perry.
In North Haven, Feb. 18, Daniel A. Green and
Hattie N. Beverage,

DEATHS

York Block and illoucy market.

New

Coarse.

FOREIGN.

__

VIA It III A «; E*.

Company,Lewiston.115%@116%

Franklin
Milton .
Twin Lead. 10
1 Jc
Doer Isle Mining Company.•.

Belcher.
Bodie...: .

The following quotations of Grain were receivod
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

Bridges and Mills Swept Away.
Little Rock, March 1.—It is reported that

1882.100

Best &

The Ohio River Falling-.

Cairo, 111., March 1.—The [situation is deThe Ohio
cidedly changed for the better.
river fell about three inches and the MississipIt
is thought
A
rise
is
above.
reported
pi four.
this will partly check the fall now. The levees
still hold firm and everything looks brighter.
Business is picking np and the general feeling

Democratic Split in Kentucky.
Louisville, March 1.—The Democrats who
were in the Union army or who were of Union
sentiments during the war, besides those who
are against the present recognized Democratic
organization of the State as represented in the
State convention at Frankfort January 11th,
mass
convention last night
met
in
at
the Masonic Temple in this city. They adopted a platform ratifying the late nomination of
Col. R. Y. Jacobs, candidate for Clerk of the
Court of Appeals. The meeting was addressed
by Col. J. H. McHenry, Col. R. Y. Jacobs,
Col. Jacob S. Golladay, Col. Marl^Muuday,
Maj. Kinney and Capt. Mike Boland. The
audience was large and quite enthusiastic, and
many of them are confidently predicting success for their ticket in August.

Killed.
Bradford, Penn., March 1.—While unloading cans of nitro-glycerine from a wagon at the
magazine near Bolivar, N. Y., last night, an
explosion occurred, killing John Grant and
William Orcutt. The wagon was torn to kindling wood and two horses killed. The whole
front of the magazine, containing 1000 pounds
of glycerine, was torn off, but' the compound
did not explode.

do

Portland, Me., City 6s, 1882.100
Maine State 6s. 1883.162
Continental Mills..*01%
Hill Manufacturing Co.•

Liverpool,March 1-12.30P.M.—Cotton market
moderate: Upland* at 6Vail: Orleans at 6 ll-16d;
sales 8,000 ta'es; epeonlaion and export 1000; futures steady.

constantly

H, M. Payson & Co.

Karopean Market*.
Bv

Telegraph.)

London, .March 1.—Consol* 100.
London, March 1.—American securities— United

stat^ bonds, 4%s, 115%,

Advertising Agent,
BOSTON
TJBKMONT *T.,
Contract, for Advertisements in Newspapers in all
cities and towns of the United States and the
British Provinces.

—AND—

DRAPERY GOODS.
Our stock has been selected with the utmost care,
comprises all the new and popular colors and

and

our
designs, on

facilities

for

buying, selling

and for

are second to none
anywhere, our store
bas been newly arranged to best show the finished
effects of our Wall Decorations and fabrics for Curtains to match.
We cordially invite our patrons
and the public, and think an inspecUon of our store
and stock will repay them.

putting

G.M.Bosworth&Co
IS1 Oon»i-o»*

st.

'

THE PBESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH|2.|

The Aldermen of the

Thursday, Friday
3d and 4th,

THE PRESS
be obtained at tbe Periodicaf'Depot* of N. Q.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Cor, Wentworth, llodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
A Maine Depot, and
Boston
Robert Costello,
Uhisbulm Bros., on al! trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Hanger, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellorson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.

Brunswick,

Saliattus, E. H. Johnson.
Raccarappa, at tbe Post Office.
ftaco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
M. C. M. A,—7th Lecture.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Steam Yacht for sale.

hereby given,

Fishing Insurance—Geo. W. Rich, Scc'y.

Probate Notices.
Notice of foreclosure—Phebe J. Loring.
To sweet corn produbers—M. W. Pearson,
Wanted.
<

Sec’y.

methods ever devised for bodily improvement. Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street,
tf
fob 18

er

_

Live and Let Live.
Life is not always under our own control,
but cad be prolonged by care and prudence.
Burdock Blood Bitters as a laxative, alterative, and diuretic medicine tend materially
health and lengthen our days.
feb27dlw
Price 91.00, trial size 10 cents.
restore

Frm Db. J. G. Holland,
Editor Scribner’s Monthly.
The great danger of sedentary men is from
paralysis in its various forms, resulting from a
want of muscular activity. Any thing which
will bring entirely into play daily all the mus.
cles of the human body, and do this in the

possible space of time, must be a great
boon to the homan race. Such an invention is
Mann’s Reactionary Lifter. Health Lift rooms'

swiftest

*

febl8-dtf

201 Middle street,

During life, to be happy, we must be healthy
and protect ourselves from Coughs and Colds
They are the halters that lead many to untime
ly graves. Adamson's Botanic Balsam cures
Trial
every time. Price, 35 and 75 cents.
feb27M,W,S&w

size, 10 cents.

*
From G. W. Cableton, Esq.,
Publisher, New York.
I have used the Health-Lift about three
month, very regularly—about seven times per
week; still use it regularly and find its effects
very satisfactory. Health-Lift room, 201 Mid-

febl8-dtf

dle street.

From C. B. Nelson, Esq., Chicago.
A few weeks’ practice on the Health-Lift
entirely relieved me of dyspepsia and general
I regard this exercise as innervous debility.
valuable. Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street.
dtf
feblS

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Decembers, 1881.
OFFICE HOUKS:
From 8.00 a. m. to 8.SO p. m., Sundays excepted.
for
Carriers and General Delivery
Sundays, open
9

rom

10

to

a. m.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.45
p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.25 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.45, 5.10.8.10.
and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.25, 8.00
and 9.00 p.

m.

Intermediate

or

Railway—Arrive

^

^

Way Mails,

at 12.45 and

BoBton & Maine
8.10 p. m. Close at

via

8.16
12.25p.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.45 6.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.26,
8.00 and 9.00 p. m.
routes—Arrive at 1.^0 pBangor and connecting
Close at 11.45 a. in.
m.
and
connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
Augusta
Close at 11.45 a. m. and 4.46
m. and 1.20 p. m.
m.
and 9.00 p.
morning isonnwestern, uyunum nuiuk
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.06 and 9.0o a.
Close at 6.30 and 11.45 a. m.
m. aud 1.20 p. m.
4.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Mt.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor,
East MaDesert, Jonesport, Machias. Machiasport,
each
steamer
via
Bar
and
Ilarbor,
chias, Millbridge
—Arrive at 6 a. in. Close at 9 ]>. m.
Eaetport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
Close at 5.00 p. m.
M
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m. East—Arrive at
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the
2.06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegau, intermediate offices and the noun—
Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Skowbegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.26 p. m. Close at 1.00 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close at
11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton. Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R. li.—Arrive at 6.45 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.15 a. m. Close at 2.00 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
ft R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.25
a. m.

and

m.

_

..

_

A

n

p.

m.

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
ft R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays ex7.00
cepted,) in the business portion of the city at
aud 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.45 a. m., and 3.00 p. m. Collections
m
are made on week days at 7.00 aud 11.00 a.
and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays ht 6.00 p. m

Republicans!

Attention

S'

Many voters have lost the privilege of voting
by inattention to the revision of the ward lists.
Mistakes in the initials of names

or

have barred many from the polls.

like errors
All Bepub-

licans should see that their names are on the

voting lists—and
lists, and if any

righted by the

on

Look at the

correctly.
be

error

discovered have it

aldermen in session.

Brief Jottings.
Tho entertainment to be given in the vestry
of the Church of Messiah on Friday evening
next, by a company of young ladies from Peering, will be in every respect first class.
The new Boston tug boat Storm King was in
this harbor Tuesday. She is a fine looking
craft 120 feet long, and has lines as elegant as
any yacht. She made 10 miles an hour on her
trial trip.
There will-be a
Munjoy Hill, tliis

Hall,
meeting
evening at 7i o’clock,preachat Lincoln

ing by Itev. J. M. Lowden of Casco street
church. All are invited.
The carnival ball and antiquarian supper to
be given by the Samaritan Association at City
Hall, Monday evening will draw a large audiChandler’s full quadrille band will furence.
nish the,music.
The work of removing the wooden buildings
corner of Casco and Congress streets to make
place for the now block bas begun.
The large plate glass for the new Lancaster
block arrived yesterday.
The Toronto, Captain Gibson, whose arrival
brought
was mentioned in yesterday’s Press,
one cabin, thirteen intermediate, and eightysteerage passengers. There were ten of the
pessengers for Portland.
Mr. A. P. Littlefield, teacher in district 9,
Chebeaguo Island, was presented with a gold
pea and pencil by his pupils, at the close of the
two

school, on Friday week.
Kainy day yeEterday. Mercury 33° at 7 a. m.,
45° at noon, 40° at sunset; wind east, south,
cast.
The petition of F. H. Harford and others
has been presented to the County Commissioners for a location for town way in Cape Eliza-

beth.
The usual temperance meeting will bo Iheld
at the Friendly Inn this evening at 7J o’clock.
All are invited to attend.
The electric light in front of Citv Hall did
not lighten the traveller's path way last even-

ing.
The

telephone boy

was

evidently asleep
No coaxing

afof the

o'clock last night.
bell could start him.
The closing entertainment of the Y. M. C.
A. course will be given Monday evening,
March 13. Holders of course tickets will be
admitted to Mr. Jarman’s anti-Mormon lecture
this
showing their ticket at the
ter ten

^

evening, by

door.
cation.

in

the

several

lists are now

wards

and every

voter should see to it whether his name is

on

town reports have been
ceived from Wm. M. Marks, printer:
Falmouth.
The

Tickets can be

procured

free

on

appli-

following

For State tax ..$3466.44
926.16
County.-.
Schools. $2000

Bridges.

500

Town officers.
Snow bills.

400
350

be sure and have it corrected during one of

Contingencies.

500
600
400
300

the list correctly

the

days

not. If it is not on all

re-

TAXES ASSESSED. 1881.

right

or

above named.

Poor.
Out Poor....
Discount.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA

Overlayings.
Deficient highway tax for 1880.

Supplementary tax.
OUB GOBLINS.

The
The sale of seats will commence Friday,
New York Herald [says:—“An excellent and
highly entertained audience greeted the reappearance of the clever company last evening
and richly relished the laughable songs and
sayings of the artists. Since the previous visit

the “Dreadland” of the third act are picturesque and equally good. All tend to make up
an entertainment which is enjoyable and of a
character calculated to beacceptable^ the most
facetious of amusement goers, who can laugh
to their hearts content and realize in so doing
that the performance is freo from the taint of
vulgarity. The caste of the “Goblins” is composed of tbo following named artists:—Mr.
William Gill, Mr. M. Norcross, Mr. Franc's
Wilson, Mr. William Forrester, Miss Elinor
Deering, Mis Emma Carson and Mira Y. Barrie.”
Gus Williams will not appear at Portland
Theatre, Saturday, in “Wanted, a Carpenter.”
The Pinafore tickets are selling rapidly at
Stockbridge’s. The Ideals will have a brilliant
audience.
Signor Operti will conduct the orchestra m
the new Vokes’s Theatre Boston.
George K. Goodwin will have a company on
the road next season.
Twenty-four new operas were produced in
Italy during the year 1881.
Walter Behrings, of Philadelphia, is writing
a comic opera, to be entitled “Lucille.”
Marion Elmore who
appeared here in
I/reamB

IS a niece OI

ooiumuu,

me

uuiujjvb-

erof the music of “Billee Taylor.”
Willie Edouin and a special company will
appear at the Boston Museum for a summer
season.

_

,,

Gas Williams’ agent, Mr. John T. Bobb was
in the city yesterday. He says Mr. Williams
will appear at Portland Theatre in “Our German Senator” Friday night March inth, and in
the “Kaiser” on Saturday, March lltb, matinee and evening.
Annual Beports.
The annual reports of the various city officWe publish the followials are now in order.

ing:

TRUANT OFFICER.

Number of visitations upon schools. 836
Cardsof investigation attended to.3,024

visited.1,940
Investigations on request of parents or guarFamilies

dians.
Scholars returned to school without arrest...
Committed to school, recorded arrest.
Sentenced to Reform School.
Furnished with clothing supplied by the Provident Association and from other charitable
sources.
The usual thanks are returned.

52

67

86
1

276

SUPERINTENDENT SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

Mr. F. E. Pray reports as follows:
We close the municipal year with th#addition of one ne w school house, the Shailer
on North stree t, makiDg sixteen school build
ings belonging to the city, containing 135
rooms, and one building used temporarily for
the Deaf School containing three rooms, mak
ing the whole number 138. I have endeavored
during the year to keep the buildings in good

repair, and trust that I have met with your approval. Quite extensive repairs and alterations have been made in Park, Centre and
Chestnut street schoolhouses. The change at
tlfb Centre street school, is a decided Improvement; the new rooms and furniture were
greatly needed, as was also the change from
the old privies to watei closets with the privy
There has also been added one
sink attached.
new room to the West End School, which wil1
accommodate about thirty scholars. Special at.
tention has been given to all the school buildings during the year and the necessary repairs
made on them, and still there is much more
that needs to be done. The change from wood
to coal for beating the schoolhouses is a very
great improvement both in regard to comfort
and economy. I notice that the bills for fuel
in 1870, twelve years ago, were about $4900.
This present year, with the addition of two of
the largest size schoolhoases, the Butler and
Shailer (and also the Deaf School) making an
increase of twenty rooms more to heat, the
hill for fuel is $4200. Six of the schoolhouses
are heated by steam, two by furnaces, and
the remainder by coal stoves. And just here I
would call your attention to the condition of
the boilers m the North School.
They are the
Harrison boilers such as were removed from
three
the High School building
years ago.
j.ne.y

nave ueeu

m

utso

uu

-uiiecu

yuaia

uuu

should be discarded, and new ones put in this
It will not be safe or judicious to use
season.
Another improvement that
them any longer.
is very desirable is the introduction of gas
into the cellars of the schoolhouses. We have
I
it only in the North aud High Schools.
would also call your attention to the Shailer
building: to the need of snow-irons on the roof
to protect the children from the slides during
the winter. A small expenditure now may
The
save a much larger one in the future.
slating on the roofs of the Brackett, Park,
Centre and Chestnut Btreet houses needs a thorough repairing, and the stairways and floors in
several of the buildings need to be laid new. I
make these suggestions for your consideration,
hoping that suitable provision will be made
for them in the appropriation that is to follow.
We have one more month remaining of the
The amount expended up to the
school year.
first day of March for all school purposes, in-

cluding repairs, fuel, furnishing, stationery
books for indigent pupils, and school supplies
generally, has been $17,422.24

Lectures.
Mr. Clarence Hale had a very interested audience present at his lecture in the Mechanics’
last evening on “Alexander Hamilton.”
lecture has been previously reported in

course

The

these columns.
The last in the course of Mr. Kagan’s lectures at City Hall will be given this evening.
The subject is "Glimpses in Scotland.” The
children’s tickets at half price are selling well.
The Dubuque Herald says:
A Scotch gentleman who heard the lecture
remarked:—“I have not been in Scotland for
twenty years, ahd I now feel as though I had
just returned. It is one of the best and truest
pictured lectures of mg old home I have
The most interesting points were
heard.”
magnificently illustrated on a mammoth canarea of 250 square feet by means of
on
an
vas,.
the oxy-hydrogen light. Mr. Kagan took us
through the famous Glasgow cathedral, ancient
Glasgow and Dumbarton castle. His description of the different places was really interesting, and could not help being very instructive.
After taking a good view of the castles and
Glasgow, Mr. Kagan’s auditors accompanied
him to the Highlands, the home of Kob Koy,
the land of Burns, and to every nook and corner of Scotland which was famous in history
either in one way or another.
Portland Mutual Fishing Insurance Co.
The annual meeting of the Portland Mutual
Fishing Insurance Co. was held yesterday afternoon and the following officers elected for
the present year:
President—Wm. n. Utiase.

Vice President—Henry Trefethen, Jr.
Treasurer—John H. Russell.
Secretary—George W. Rich.
Directors—William H. Chase, W. S. Jordan,
Henry Trefethen, Jr., and D. L. Fernald of
Portland, and William T. Maddocks of South-

port.
The usual amount of stock was subscribed
for.
The company was unusually successful last
year, having insured vessel property to the
amount of $167,017.18, at a total cost to the in.
sured of only $760, or less than one half of one
per

cent._

__

Wedding.
The Bangor Whig says: “At the elegant residence of Paul Webster, Esq., at Orono, yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon, the relatives and
immediate friends assembled on the occasion
of the marriage of his accomplished daughter,
Mrs. Mary Palmer, with Weston Millikan,
Esq.,a prominent and wealthy merchant of
Portland and one of the proprietors of the Glen
at the White Mountains,
Tho wedding
was a very pleasant one and the bridal gifts
A special Pullwere numerous and beautiful.

Jfouse

to Orono for the use of the
wedding party, in which Mr. and Mrs. Miniken proceeded last, evening on their way to
New York, followed by the best wishes of hosts

man car was sent

of friends.

tDeertng.
The following are the Greenback nominations:
For Moderator—Moses G. Dow.
Selectmen—Geo. B. Leavitt, Isaiah Elder,
Thomas J. Riggs.
Town Clerk—Thomas J. Riggs.
Collector and Treasurer—Almon Leach.
School Committee—Elbridge G. Johnson, A.
P. Topliff, James M. Bussell.
Supervisor of SchoolB—Elbridge G. Johnson.
Auditor—George II. Crocker.
Town Committee—Elbridge Johnson, Wm.
Snell, Samuel Jewett, J. M. Strout, Theodoro

Buck, A. S. Wentworth, Isaac Libby.

increased or diminished?”
It is very amusing to look back and notice
the objections to any innovation upon established usages. The first waterpower saw mill
erected was demolished by a mob of laboring
men because
feared it would throw eut of

they

365.63
324.78
59.06

$10,192.07

Monday night Mitchell’s Pleasure Party will
appear in “Our Goblins,” at Portland Theatre.

Electric Light vs. Gas and Kerosene.
Me. Editoe:—Now that the electric light
has come and came to stay the question arises,
“Is the danger to life and is the risk from fire

employment
pit-sawing.

-$5050.00

NOTES.

Plasterers’ Union.

From Andrew Shuman,
Editor Evening Journal, Chicago.
1 was greatly troubled with dyspepsia and
Since usiDg the
dull pains in the head.
Health-Lift, I have had no return of either. I
consider this exercise worth more than all oth-

to

The voting

the voting lists.

posted

purpose of correcting

was

CITY AM) VICINITY.

Notice

and
the

in

March 2d,

of the company to the churchly city—which
May last—the first act has been reconstructed and | embelished by the introduction of “Society in a Nutshell,” which latter abounds with
The Party in
6harp hits and vocal melody.
Germany,” as illustrated in thesecond act, aud

Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinailiaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watorville, J. M. Wall.
W'soasset, Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford’s Comer, H. Moody.
Yarmouth. O. E. Coombs.

Notice is

for

city will be
Saturday,

B. G. Dennison.

Oum Borland Mill aF. A. Verrlll.
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, B. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallo well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. 0. Andrews.

SEW

Republicans!!
session

Attention

TOWN REPORTS.

those who earned their living

by

When railroads began to be constructed it
was said the farmer’s business of raising horses
The best horse then
would be annihilated.
sold for 850 and 8100 for a horse was almost
an

unheard of

The invention of sew-

price.

VALUATION, 1881.
Real and personal estate.$703,500
Number of polls, 385.
Rate of taxation, $1.23 on $100.
Poll tax, $3.
The Treasurer announces the receipts for the
year ending March, 1882, as $12,192.71; expenditures, $8891.93; cash on hand, $3,300.78. The

machines was regarded as very unfortunate
for the poor women who earned a scanty living
with her needle.
Whore street cars were in.
troduced hack driving was to cease. When
mowing machines first came into use there was

financial condition of the town shows cash on
hand and due on notes, $11,099.82; liabilities,
$7,356.52; balance in favor of town, $3,743.30
The schools are in good condition. There aro

fears for the
postal revenue were expressed; a few years
after it was reduced to five and afterwards to

teachers, 489 scholars; average age registered, 11 years; average attendance, 310.

21

Standlsh.
VALUATION

OF

TOWN.

Real estate of residents.$394,914
.. *.
Personal
96,232
81,150
Real estate of non-residents.
Personal
1,278
Total valuation .$573,274
AMOUNT

OF

MONEY RAISED.

For State tax.$2799.84
749.44
County tax.
Support of schools...
93.60
Interest on school fund.«.
300.00

Bridges.

Inoo'oo

Support of poor.

Town

uuu .uo

charges.

Total amount of money raised by vote of

S804J.OO

town.
Amount of highway

deficiencies.
supplementary tax.

overlay

in

assessing.

208.80
13.25

244.64

Total amount in collector’s hills.... .$8509.57
Amount raiesd for repairs of highways.... 3000.00
Number of polls, 458.
Rate of money taxation, $1.25 on $100. Pod tax,
._

$2.50.
Rate of

highway taxation, .45

on

$1.00. Poll tax,

$1.00.
The liabilities of the town are $8709.93; resources,$10, 171.75; excess of resources, $1,461.82
It is recom mended that the town raise at the
annual mAfitinor in MftTAll fnr PflllOOlfi. $2100:
for

poor,

$1000; bridge repairs, $500;

town

oharges, $1000; total, $4600. The schools were
generally satisfactory. There are nineteen articles in the warrant.
Democratic Meetings.
Democratic meetings were called in Wards
Four and Seven last night. In Ward Seven it
was too wet to get out an audience, and no
meeting was held.
In Ward Four there were about one hundred
present, although, apparently, not more than
half of the number were voters. A. D: Sweet-/
ser presided. The speakers were Messrs. B. F.
Andrews,'jW. H. Sanborn, A. L. Farnsworth,
Charles Burleigh, and William MoAleney.
Mr. Andrews’ remarks were devoted to the
mill-pond matter which he stated as given in
yesterday’s Argus, claiming that Captain Deerall right in regard to it.
Mr. Burleigh said he had always been a
Democrat, with no inclination to change, but

ing

was

he had always desired to see Captain Deering’s
nomination for mayor, not that he should have
voted for him, but simply to have the desire
gratified. During the last two days he had
changed his mind and should vote for him.
Mr. Sanborn said he was a Republican and
if the vote for mayor could be taken to-night
Capt. Deering would be elected by 1000 majority. He urged all parties, Republicans, Democrats, and Greenbackers, to unite on Deering,
cried out, “And the Temperance
“YeB,” said the speaker, “the
party, too, and perhaps we can

(Here a voice
party, too.’’)

Temperance

make a temperance man of Capt. Deering
Ho was confident the city would be carried by
the Deering men this spring, and, in the fall
As he
the whole of Cumberland county.

claimed to be a Republican in everything except the Deering movement he consequently
predicted a great Republic>n victory the coming fall.

ing

supposed to be no need of scythe factories'
When postage for long distances was reduced
from 25 cents to 10 cents great

three cents.
Now the electric

light

will

destroy the gas

companies many inconsiderate person in this
and other cities say. Gas however will continue
to be used, possibly more than heretofore, be-

light in one store will call
corresponding increase in others and
who do not adopt the electric light will
increased

cause an

for a
those
turn

complaint is the increased danger from the
use of electricity for lighting just as though it
has not been for sometime in use for telegraphing and telephoning. That under certain circumstances it may endanger life and property

is possible but when have we read the papers
for a single week without noticing one or
more accounts of death or fire from gas or
kerosene.
Where is the insurance company that demands a special permit for using a telephone?
It must be borne in mind that the electric
wires are all covered so that they are perfectly safe to handle, but tlio bare wires it laid upon muslin would not even scorch it.
It is said that if a person takes hold of the
bare wires he will get a shock. So if a person
uses a telephone in a thunder storm he will get
If a lodger blows out his gas on rea shock.
tiring he will “sleep the sleep that knows no
waking.” It is only necessary to know the
danger to avoid it.
We cannot blame the agents of the insurance
companies for carryingfout the instructions of
their principals. But already the absurd instructions have created the possibility of the
_i

e_.

1

is concerned electricity will be proved to be
90 per cent, safer than gas or kerosene.
All the bugbear stories about being knocked over or killed by contact with electric
wires need confirmation, and the time is not far
distant when the electric light will come into
general use and be hailed as a boon both as a
superior light and almost absolute protection
against losses by death and fire caused heretoM. G. P.
fore by gas and kerosene.
Bluehill.
Blue Hill is fortunate in possessing an old,
established and well endowed academy,
having a fund of some $12,000. It has a large
body of alumni, successful business men, in all

long

parts of the country, and has had good patronage, both male and female scholars, from all
parts of the State. Mr. A. G. Pettingill, of
Bowdoin, 1881, has been conducting the academy this year. The second term of the year
closed on Friday, February 24, with a very
creditable and interesting examination, which
was attended by many visitors from this and
other towns. Oh Saturday evening, February
25th, the school gave a dramatic entertainment
at the Town hall, which was very successful.
Above the Clouds, a drama, and the Champion

rendered

of Her Sex, a farce, were finely
by
the young people of the place. It was more
the
a
mere
amateur
than
performance,
plays
being well chosen, and the acting full of force,
lif and spirit. The audience filled the hall,
and the proceeds will be used to get 'philosophical apparatus for the academy. It is understood that the entertainment will be repeated

mining prospects

All the speakers were very confident of sucand made up in prediction what they
lacked in oratory. Capt. Deering was in the
hall but declined to answer the call for a
The chairman
Seven to-night.

announced

a

rally in Ward

Personal.
Mr. W. C. Snauldine. a prominent hardware merchant of Caribou, is visfting this

city.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Brown and daughters are in Venice.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dana and Miss Eveleth
in Rome.
Mr. W. K. Neal is expected back from
Europe in a few days.
Gordon R. Garden of Cape Elizabeth who
has been so ill in Woodstock, N. B., is rapidly
gaining and expects to return home next
are

week.
In our obituary of Dr. James Bates we
should havo said that Dr. Bates was married
July 27,1815, to Miss Mary Jones of Fayette,
with whom he lived happily for GO years, and
by whom he had five children, two sons and
three

daughters.

One son, James Macomber

Bates, M. D., who had been president of the
Maine Medical Society, now in practice at
Yarmouth, and one daughter, Mrs.William
Jewell of Berlin, N. H., are still living
Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain says that the
statement is incorrect that he thinks of assuming important trusts in Florida and still retain
the presidency of Bowdoin College. If he accepts the former he will resign the latter. But

engaged at present in securing
additional equipment for the college, and will
he is earnestly

continue to do so at all events until this is
achieved.

are

man, and had been three years in the State
House -of Representatives and two years in
the Senate.__

Egypt and Her Antiquities.
The lecture to have been given last evening
at the New Jerusalem church on High street
street on “The Egyptian Collection in the
British Museum,” on account of the weather
was postponed and will be given Thursday
evening, March 9th, one week from to-night,
Last ovening & number of
gentlemen were present and were agreeably
entertained by the conversation of the lecturer,
the Rev. Wm. B. Hayden, whose description
of the things spoken of relating to Egypt, her
early history and her many wonders was made

at the same place.

it only served to
sharpen the appetite for what he has to say in
his lecture on this, -one of the most wonderful
in such

a

clear manner that

of countries of antiquity. It will undoubtedly
useful
will be full of
be a lecture that
knowledge, and that can be enjoyed by both
young and old.
at Cumberland Center
A farmers’ institute will ho held at Union
Hall, Cumberland Center, Tuesday, March 7.
The following programme will be carried out:
10 a. m.—Improving the fertility of the soil,
by Prof. Walter Balentine, Professor of Agriculture at the State College, followed by ether
members of the board.
1. 30 n. m.- Feeding hay vs. selling. Opened
by C. H. Cobb, member from Androscoggin
county, and followed by W. W. Harris, member from Cumberland, and others.
7.30 p. m.—Subject and speakers to be announced hereafter.
Samples of choice products and new or rare
fruits are solicited for examination.

Farmers’ Institute

Plymouth Chorus Association.
a meeting held Tuesday evening the
chorus choir connected with Plymouth church
formed themselves into a permanent association with the following officers:
President—Geo. Seiders.
Vice President— B. F. Whitney.
Secretary and Treasurer—Miss Emma Cummings.
At

__

Boiler Skating Rink.
races will come
at the Holler Skating Eink. The first will be
a half mile in length, and the second one mile,
open to all. An elegant silver medal will be
offered for the first prize and a pair of skates

To-night the grand skating

There will be a large attendGeneral skating will be indulged in before and after the races.

for the second.

County Educational Association.
By a misapprehension it was stated in the
report of the York County Educational Association meeting that the Quincy methods wero
condemned. The fact is that they were highly approved. It was the verbatim method of
recitation which was condemned.

“STEAM YAdT.”
For sale at

AROOSTOOK

fine
bargain.,
sea-going steamer, belonging to
the N. Y. Yacht Club, of capacity
of 250.tons, perfectly staunch and
in fine order, ready for sea, line
cabin accommodations and sumptuous fittings
Address “OWNER,”
office, Schuyler N. Warren & Co.,
Stock Brokers, 51 Exchange Place,
New York.

Fisliing Jnsnrance
Tlie books of

up

Fishing Insurance Company
We insure all vesnow open for business.
sels owned in the State of Maine and en*
gaged in the Cod and Mackerel fisheries.

are

jgp“Send

COUNTY.

or extracts irom toe His-

students.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

large meeting was held in City Hall, Bath,
Tuesday evening, to discuss the question of
leasing the Knox & Lincoln road to the Maine
Central road. The discussion was carried on
in good feeling, and many weighty reasons for
the lease were presented by Mayor Hyde. Mr.
Wakefield also spoke earnestly in behalf of
A

On the other hand the lease was as

earnestly opposed by Mr. George Moulton, Mr.
,Tos.T. Donne], Judge Gilbert, Mr. F. B. TorThe
rey, Mr. Augustus Palmer and others.
hall was well filled with people, and when the
taken it showed a decided
opposition to the lease.

vote was
ance of

SOMERSET

preponder-

COUNTY.

The late Mrs. Clarissa Gould, of Norridgewock, left $500 to the Congregational church
of that town.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

Tuesday of last week Harrington and Charlotte voted to pay thoir 2§ per cent, for the
Shore Line Railroad, and on Wednesday Machias and Cherryfield gave a unanimous answer in favor of the enterprise, penuyaville
and Edmunds are to give an answer next Saturday evening.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

PROBATE

tion.

Court of

Probate held at Portland, within
County of Cumberland on the

February, in the year of our
L*B, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, the following
been
matters haying
presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to all persons lnte»to be pubested, by causing a copy of this order Maine
Starts
lished three weeks successively in the
at PortEastern
and
printed
papers
Argus,
Press,
a
at
Probate
land aforesaid, that they may appear
Court, to be held at said Portland onthethe Third
clock in
Tuesday of March next, at ten of
the forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object If
Third

they Bee cause.
JOTHAM VARNEY, lateof Brunswick, deceased.

presented

for allowance

by

Viola J. Phipps, Administratrix.
ADELINE C. AUBENS, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petitionfor license to sell and convey Real
Estate, presented by Isaac H. Danforth and Isaiah
Jordan, Executors.
JOHN W. PARSHLEY, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate, presented by Mary E. Parshley, widow of deceased.

ENOCH TALBOT, late of Freeport, deceased.
First Account presented for allowance by Enos C.

Soule,

Administrator.

LEONARD F. CUMMINGS, late of Gray, deceased. First Account presented for allowance by
Hannah S. Cummings, Executrix.
EBENEZER MOULTON, late of Standlsh, deceased. Petition for license toBell and convey Ileal
Estate, presented by John P. Moulton and Lewis
W. Moulton, Administrators.
DANIEL SWEETSIR, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Second Account presented for allowance by Rebecca S. Sborey, Executrix.
First
SIMON LIBBY, late of Gorham, deceased.
affa final Account and private claim presented for
allowance by Joseph E. Libby, Administrator.
JESSE TOWMBLY, late of Westbrook, deceased.
First Account presented for allowance by Timothy
PnmAr1ea.n. Executor.

ELLEN F. BAINE, late of Deerlng, deceased.
and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by CLarles M. Baine, the Executrix therein named.
Will

CLINTON GAGE & AL., minor children and
heirs of Mary J. Gage, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by Koscoe W. Gage, Guardian.
ELEAZEIt HOLMES, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate therreof, presented by Sarah A. Holmes, the Executrf* therein

named.
EDWARD C. HOOPER, late of Westminster. Verof
mont, deceased. Petition that Dennis A. Mealier
Portland, may be appointed ancillary administrator
desaid
of
widow
C.
Nellie
Hooper,
presented by
ceased.
PETER W. MORRELL, late of Portland, deceased. First Account presented for allowance by
Nathaniel W. Morse, Executor.
ARTHUR HOWES ROBINSON, minor cliild and
heir of Olive H. Robinson, late of Canada, deceased,
and grandcoild and heir of Moses B. Nickerson,
late of Portland, deceased. Account presented for
allowance by Charles W. Robinson, Guardian.
FRANK J. WOOSTER & ALS., minor children
and heirs of John E. Wooster, late of Portland, deceased. Second Account presented for allowance by
Mary A. Wooster, Guardian.
THOMAS IRVING, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof, presented by
George S. Hunt, the Executor therein named.
A true copy of
Attest:

or
v

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.
held

producers,
Feb. 23. resolve
passed inAT in Portland,
to invite through the
tbe
the

convention of sweet-corn

newsstructing
Secretary
papers the producers of sweet-corn, to send delegates to an adjourned meeting, to be held at Reception-room, City Building, Portland, Mar. 9th, at 10
o’clock a. m. and also to invite the different packing
firms, to meet said delegates, at same time and
place, in order that an equitable arrangement may

be made between producers and manufacturers, in
regard to prices and contracts. Granges and Farmers Clubs, and where none exist, towns and neighborhoods are invited to be represented,
M. W. PEARSON, Sec.
marlwlt

hereby

is

given, that

the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator de
bonis non with the Will annexed, of the estate of

WILLIAM BOWEN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All pysons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to

GEORGE H. BLAKE, Adm’r.,
non with the Will annexed.
raar2dlaw3wW*
Portland, Feb’y 10th, 1882.
de bonis

WANTED.
Clerk, either male or female.
handwriting with references,

Cashier and Bill

Address in
A
mar2 dlw

own

NO. 1016.

BOX

Henry C. Peabody, Judge.
the original order.
Seth L. Larrabee, Register.
w3wlO
~~

NOTICE.

the
1

offering

On and after tlic lirst of April
the Plasterers’ Union will demand

mar2-dlp*

STYLE
NOBBY

We have just secured a large lot of line
Marseilles Quilts, extra large size, that we
shall offer at the exceedingly low price of

bargains

before at
Extra

PER ORDER.

large variety of the new
Some Special
shapes.
Stiles of oar own.

A

NEW

to Warrants from the

Aldermen of the City
IJURSUANT
Electors of said

and

Mayor

of Portland, the duly
city are hereby notified to
qualified
meet in their respective Ward Rooms, on

You are also required to give notice to said inhabitants, that the Aldermen of said city will be in
open session at the Aldermen's Room, in City Building, from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoou, and
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon on each
of the four secular days next preceding such day of
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of
the qualification of voters whose names h ave not
been entered on the lists of qualified voters, in and
for the several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order.
H. I. ROBINSON,
City Clerk.
February 18th,"l 882._feb20 did

of Portland.

occupant* of Building* and
Burnham, ffra.l, meDcn, Sherman, Sheridan, (the latter including old
Poplar .Ireel,) Arxennl, Beach, Central
Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,
Emery, Fore, Frederick, Oilman,CtonM,
Kennebec, Laurel,
Hemlock, Henry,
Lowell, maple, milk, moody, moullon,
Noyce, Orchard, Promenade* Eaetern
and We.tern, School, Mherbrook, Nilver,
Tnylor, Went Commercial and Wileon
.wacr. or

lots,

HATS

on

•trect*.

Clerk's Office, I
February 9, 1882. )

City

above named

the

hereby given,
reete have by order of the Board of Mayor
NOTICE
and Aldermen been renumbered according to the
that

is

si

plans in the City Civil Engineer’s Office, ana all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers
so

mnst he affixed to the
before the first day of

designated

said streets
1882.
ror

on or

buildings on
April, A. D.

u. a.

uruoi,

a.

febldtd

HORSE

BLANKETS,
LAP

REAL FRENCH

ROBES,

accordance with a City Ordinance, I eliall
lish on the 13th day of March, a list of all the
taxes assesseJ upon residents, amounting to twenty
dollars and upwards, then remaining unpaid in the
bills committed to me in 1881, together with the
names of the persons assessed therefor.
H. W. HEliSEY, Treaa. and Coll.

pub"

IN

feb27-dtd

Portland, Feb’y 25,1882.

DRESS GOODS.

WOLF

and
nice in fine all wool
Fancy Black Dress
Goods. The above are
very choice styles and
we shall offer them at
prices that will please
close buyers.
Don’t buy

BUFFALO

Something

of any kind until you
visit our store, and we
will save you money.

STUDLEY,
dtf

feb25

1 Lot Satin Merveilleux, beautiful assortment of colors, comprising many delicate evening
tints, at $1.75.
1 Lot Surah Silks, complete line
of colors, at $1.50 per yard. We
have never before been able to
offer the same quality for less
than $1,75.

Samples Sent by Mail.

Boys’ Spring Ties.
at

purchased

We liave just

all

for

TIES

SILK

BOYS, and shall sell them

10 Cents Each.
A price never heard of before for

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT,
492 & 494 Congress Street.
dtf
marl

OFFER

COE,

FRIDAY NORM, FEB. 23,

THE
HATTER
197

Twiddle

Street.

aodtf

Feb26

W. P. BOSS.

The above are French Damask nearly
2 yards wide, and are an eiitra bargain

227 Middle St.

We have just received a full line of
Swiss and French Embroideries and

Guipure Hamburgs.

Me.

Mammoth
Shoe
now
Is
open and
Store,
for
business, and
ready
calls attention to the following bargains, at less
than half price.
The

One lot of Ladies’ fine Goat
Button Boots $1.25 worth

$3.00.

One lot of Ladies’ fine Kid
Button Boots $2.00 worth

$3.00.

pers 60 cts. worth 80.
One lot of Ladies’ fine Cloth
Slippers 16 cts.
One lot of Ladies’ Rubbers

only '35 cents,

this quality of goods.

of
lot
Children’s
School Boots, small sizes,

One

Owen, Moore & Co.
dtf

feb24

50 cts. worth $1.00.
One lot Men’s fine Calf
Boots, $3.00 worth $4.50
One lot Men’s Cong, and Bals

we shall

to
to
vita
renin
for ihe large Soring
Stock already in the WORKS. We
have got a large stock of Rubber
Goods bought at the low prices
of which we defy competition.

SURPLUS GOODS, preparatory
taking account of stock, also,

Repairing neatly and promptly

Decker Bros’ Pianos,
indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE GABt.
Also

»

choioe

stock ef first-class

dtf

feb*

GALL and SEE

—

slaughter prices on WINTER
GOODS, such as MEN’S, BOYS’ and
YOUTHS’ Kip Boots, LADIES’
MISSES’ and CHILDREN’S Goat
and Grain Button, and all our

harness:'
from

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.

from

from

_eodtf

INTERESTING

BOOTS and SHOES.

MISS M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
Ko. 8 Elm Street,
Would call tlie attention of the ladies of
Portland, to her large stock of KensingShe is constantly reton Materials.
ceiving new designs for Kensington and
other Embroideries. Stamping done on

In order to reduce our Stock to make
for Goods of our own manufacture.

We offer at COST for tlie NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from line hand sewed to coml)o not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine onr goods before buying

per-

manent.
She would call particular atteutiou to
her white-work Undergarments, cut and

made in a superior manner.
Particular attention giving to Infant’s

basted,

or

WARDROBES.
room

dtf

febl8

and

Remnants of Brussels

Ta-

pestry Carpets.
In

1 to 15 yards, felling for
cent, less than regular price.

leDgtlis from

CEO. A.

CAY

&

50 per

CO.

499 Congress St., Cor. Brown.
feb21eodtf

elsewhere.

STATE OF MAINE.

WHITNEY GAITER

SHOE

CO.,

Cor, Union St,, Under Falmouth Hotel

__dtf
Janl
Wo ate offering Special Bargains in

Black Silks and Cashmeres.
GEO. A. GAY & CO.,
499 CONGRESS ST.

*«d«

$25.00

up.

Harness,

$40.00

up.

The departments for Children’s
Clothing, Infants’ Goods and art
needle work formerly conducted
by H. W. Simonton & Co., have

been removed to the front room
over our store, and will be under
the management of Mrs. Murphy
and Mrs. Crosby, both of whom
have had long experience with
Misses Simonton.
Stamping will now be executed
in the best manner.
The Misses Simonton will make
their headquarters with us at present, while settling up their business.

Owen, Moore & Co.

Office

of the

ENGRAVED CARDS.

THK
filed notlco of the iurrender
a

of

its charter, with

the Secretary of State, its llabiUty to redeem its
bills, will expire on the 9th day of March instant,
and this is the publication required by section 84 of
chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes.
JOSEPH O. SMITH, Secretary of State,
d3t
marl

genuineIaltham

watch lno^r

Only 98.30, ntMcKENNEY’S New JEWULRV STORE, 347 tONURESS
fcb'J-dlm
8TKEET.

William S. Lowell,
I-LATE ENGRAVER

CARD

-AND-

|

p
Wedding and Visiting Cards

a

Speoialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
Jtf
dec29___

X) ISEASES
AI.I.

OF

KINDS

Cnred

'GRAND, SQUARE

above
CANCERS and TC3IOBS cored by
of persystem without cutting or burning. Names
of
cured
been
have
who
sons in immediate vicinity
Cancers will be furnished to all who desire them.

_eodtf

feb25

-AND-

of the best Manufacturers, also

ORGANS,
Sell on Instalments

or

rent.

Repairing and Timing don© in the best

Wm. P.
144 1-2 Exchange

St., Portland, Me.

Cure

Guaranteed.

Can be consulted every day except Tuesday and
Saturday.
HR. BARDI. of North St., will be at same
place Monday and Thursday.
_feb!6 d2w

PLEASE EXAMINE THE

TOWELS
We are selling for 25 cts. It is positively tlic best bargain in Portland.

GEO. A. CAY & CO.,
499 Congress St., Cor. Brown.

fcb21

and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulNervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

sions,
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntaoverry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by
leads
ertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
s
treatmonth
one
bo*
contains
Each
recent cases
meat. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars: sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West* Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, acconn anied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
the treatment does not

Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
and Free Sts.
Middle
Me., at Junction
dlwly40
uovl6

LOOK!
Six Hook Laced Kid Gloves,
In

Worth $2.50, for
B’ack and Spring Shades.
$1.75. Pleaso compare with others.

GEO. A..

Q~A.Y

499 Congress St., Cor. Brown.
e<xltf

The Largest Stock ol flocks in
the city, wholesale and retail, at
New Jewelry Store,
517 CONGRESS STREET.

MeKENJiEY’S

CLARK,

Homooopatliist.
ODD

FELLOW’S BUILDING.

Thankful for many favors of the past, 1 shall bo

pleased

ber of

to receive all of ray

new

patrons.

old,

and

a

large

num-

_jan9 dtf

Prints, all perfect, 4 1-2 cents.
6 cents.
Cotton, yard wide,
$1.50.
Rubber Circulars,
GEO. A. GAY & CO.,
No. 499 Congress Street
,-o.lt f
°

feb21

|)Pil

& Co.,

feb21

feb'J-dlm

,__tore

DR.

ment: a

Site© to return the money if

Stevenson,

Mrs. Janet

d3mo

NERVOUS ^DEBILITY.

A

by Botanic Treatment.

20 HAMPSHIRE ST., Portland, Me.

manner

Hastings,

decl4

Secretary of State. I

Augusta, March 1, 1882. )
MERCANTILE BANK, Bangor, a State
Bauk. having on the 9th day of March, 1876,

dtf

feblo

61 Preble St., Head of Portland

UPRIGHT PIANOS

any material and warranted to be

to those in wont of

up.

HARNESS,

Jas. G. McGlauflin,

dtf

sep29

ST.,

«n*. PREBLE HOUSE.
feb7

$18.00

EXPRESS

From many

480 CONGRESS

Removal.

DRIVING HARNESS,

Double Team

done.

Wyer Greene & Co.,

feb25_dlw

All the aboye goods must
be closed out. Come early.

IB OUT SALE
days,

Millett & Little.

only

$1.25, worth $1.75.

THE PEOPLES* STORE.

1000 yards Colored Silks in pieces
from 5 yards to 15 yards each.
We have marked these goods
cheap to close them ont.
700 yards Cheney Bros, best quality Black Silk, Regular price
$2.00 per yard, for $1.25 per
yard. This lot in pieces from
10 yards to 18 yards.
WTe also offer 1 Case of Bleached
Table Damask, in remnants from
2 T-2 yards, 3 yards, 3 1-2 yards
in length, at $1.00 per yard; regular goods $1.50 and 75c.

Fin mis sins i urns

Oneiot of Ladies’ fine Slip-

at

(II,LETT & LITTLE
516 Congress Street,

a

great reduction fifty dozen very
handsome

ROBES.

Portland

253 Middle Street.

REMNANTS.

&

new

1 Lot American Silks, 20 inches
wide, in eighteen desirable
shades, at $1.00 per yard. These
Silks are very serviceable and
usually sold at $1.25.

feb21

the City of Port-

To the Electors of
land:

To

SILK

bargain.

tpi'6'j |»cr )iuu.

For the next 20

STATE OF MAUVE.

City

YORK

$2.50.
large sized

ADVERTISEMENTS

CITY

he closed.

Glass Towels at 12
The Silk Hats have arrivl-2c.
ed for Young Gents.
100 pcs. yard wide
TRUNKS,
Brown Sheeting, very
BAGS,
fine and heavy, only
GLOVES,
6 l-2c, an extra good

in

Lot Extra Heavy Lyons Gros
Grain Silks, 21 inches wide, in
twenty-five choice shades, at

AT

O. W. AIUCW

Furniture and General MerehanRegular
dlao every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
octSdtf
m.
Consignments solicited.

Warden,
Alderman, three Common
Clerk and two City Constables; also for three Superintending School Committee.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall

HATS,

We shall at the same
time offer a very line
and extra heavy Marseilles Quilt at the low
price of $1.87, as fine
a quilt as we have ever been able to offer

following:

—

IS Exchange Si.

BAILEY,

Monday, tlie Sixth day or March next,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for Mayor, ono
Councilfflen, a

STIFF

$1.10.

un-

Please Inspect them.

$3.00 per day.

QUILTS.

Dry Goods

are now

HaleMrocaa
#. O.

was

a

Notice

MARSEILLES SPRING

other informa-

mar2 dim

Anctioneers and Commission Merchants

sale of

the

for the
AT and
Tuesdav of

First and final Account

blank applications

1882—1882

FINE

NOTICES.

To all Persons Interested in Either of
Estates Hereinafter Named.
a

for

usual

tory of his life,recited by the scholars in order,
ana by extracts from his poems, recited by the

the lease.

the

PORTLAND MUTUAL

COUNTY.

Monday, Longfellow’s 75th birthday, was
celebrated at the Dexter High school. The exercises were maue

«od5t

mar2

We

tato crop was for below the average yield, the
surplui'bf Houlton and adjacent towns will
bring to the farmers $100,000.
PENOBSCOT

A

a

COLORED SILKS.

During the present season, up to last Friday
morning, there had been shipped from the
Houlton station 312 carloads of potatoes, being
about 120,000 bushels. Although the last po-

ance.

York

corded In Cumberland Registry of deeds, Book 392
Page 455, to which deed and the deeds and records
therein referred to, reference may be had for a more
particular description, Including the mill privilege
therein referred to.
Also a certain other piece of land situated in said
North Yarmouth, bounded as follows: Beginning
at the east end of a stone culvert in the New Gloucester road, about two and one half rods west of
Deer Brook; thence easterly to said brook; thence
easterly by said brook to Royal’s River; thence
northwesterly by said river to land formerly owned
by Sylvanus Porter: thence southerly by said Porter land to said road; thence southeasterly by said
road to the point of beginning, being a part of the
premises conveyed to me by Daniel Skillin by deed
dated June 6,1873.
Also all my share as heir-at-law of George Perley
of all the real estate of which the said George Perley, late of Gray, iu said county, deceased, died
seized and possessed, situated in said Gray, my|share
of the same being one-fifth in common,—which
description is adopted by the undersigned in this
notice as the correct one:—
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, I, Phebe J. Loring, as
executrix of the last will and testament of said
Ammi Loring, deceased, claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
North Yarmouth, February 8th, A. D. 1882.
PHEBE J. LORING,
Executrix of tho last will and testament of Ammi
deceased.marlw3w9
Loring,

looking brighter

STATE NEWS.

President De Witt of the Union Mutual Insurance Company has gone on a trip to Florida
for his health.
A iarge number of Boston gentlemen were
in town yesterday to attend the meetings of
the Blue Hill MiniDg Company.
Hon. John Woodbury of Litchfield died on
Saturday, agod G7. He was many years select-

All and singular the premises conveyed to me by
Sylvanus Porter by deed dated Oct. 2nd, 1872, re-

soon.

The

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

WHEREAS

~

only insure property protected by electric
lights but will give the preference to such
property as will reject gas and use electricity
exclusively for lighting. I will risk the opinion
that when fully tested and tried it will be
found that as far as danger to life or property

cess,

speech.

ROSCOE PERLEY, of North Yarmouth, in the County of Cumberland, and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated tho
eleventh day of May, A. 1). 1876, and recorded in
the Cumberland County Registry of deeds, hook 430,
page 47, conveyed to Ainmi Loring of said North
Yarmouth, now deceased, certain real estate described in said mortgage deed as follows, viz.:

SALES.

AUCTION

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS

Notice of Foreclosure.

But the most absurd

the more gas.

on

NEW

ICR BOARDS
FOB SALE.

300,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Beady
for immediate delivery.
ADDllESS,

B. C. JORDAN,
feb25

Alfred, Maine.
dU

THE PRESS.
Portland Wholesale
Corrected lor tlie Pbbss

Prices

Current.

2.1882.

Maroli

to

occasion:

nrruii.

00@11 00
O0@8 60
Ship.:.6 50@6 60
7 50®8 60
Crackers lb
100. 30® 35
Pilot Sup

9

...

7

do sq 100

Candles.
Mould ^ lb-12® 12 Mi
Sperm.25 @30

Coni.—(Retail.)
Cumberland (5 60@7 00
Acadia.0 60@7 00
Chestnut.6 00@6 50
Franklin.7 60®8 00

00

Lehigh.6 50@7
Coffee.

JaTA^Ib.... 25@28
Bio...12Mi@16
Cooperage.

Hhd. Shooks and Heads
Mol.City.. 3 90® 2 00;
Sug. City.. 160® 160]
Sug Sawed shk 80® 1 00
Fine Sugar
4
Boxshooks
40®
Heading.

Spruce

12
241

20 a

35in.

22g

Pine.
25
Hard Pine.
23®
Hoops, 14ft 26 00@30 00!
HftlO
do
Short
00@12 OOl
7ft 8 00®
j

Pop’rStavesl 2 00@14 00j
@12 00;
Spruce r’gta

!
O. Hhd.
Staves ....26 00&28 00
Co per.
Con. Bolts
@30
M.y. She» nH.

..

ing.

@20

do...

@20

Y.M.Bolts. :
Cop oottoms

@22

Bronze

@32

IflatclitK.
Cordate.
Amor'n Wlb.12
<a SOJ
@12Ml l8tar,|»KT0M
l?I®lns»e».
Russia. 12 @12Mi
60
Manilla. 16® 10
(Porto Rico..
36®
40
Musoovado.
34®
Manilla Bolt

INewOrleans

Rope.10y3@17
Sisal.10 @31

new

crop..
Barbadoes new

30
46

43®

Drag* ft ud I)yw.
43®
acid Oxalic... 14® 10 rieutuegosnew43a
**
tart. 50® 52 Boiling.
Nails.
Alcohol & g&l. J 30@2 85!
6 Oasit. 8 40®
Alum.
S@
Naval
Stare
Ammonia,
carb. 23@ 25 Tar, *>bbl.. 4 25g
8
®
PitchlO.Tar)
Ashes, pot— 5*4 @
Bals copabia..
@ 76 j WU. Pitch.. 4 26®

32@

Beeswax.

3 Port. Kef.P’tr
40 .Water White
17 Devoe Brill’t..
60 Pratt’ Astral.

37®

12@
20@
16® 26 Ligonia.
28® 30 j Sperm.0
46® 60 Whale.

Camphor.
Myrrh.
Opium. 4 5U@0 00
Shellac. 42@ 60
Indigo.1 00@1 26
Iodine....
@3 60
Ipecac.1 80® 1 40

licorice, rt....

Cal

ex.

vttosuro

16 i

1

..

4 60
4 00
4 60

Oil.
@ 3V* I
65® 60 Kerosene.

Cochineal.

Copperas...

60

3

68® 60

Tnrpt’ne.g’l
5|loasum.

15@

brimstone...

Cream Tartar
Ex. I^ogwood
Onm Arabic
Aloes cape...

44

26,0,4 26

3

38 Rosin.

3@

powders....
Borax.

The following remarks havo mostly been said
time after time at all oar “tony” woddings,
and will be said again and again on every such

Bank.
Shore
..

Pprgie.
Linseed.

Here she comes.
Pretty, isn't she?
Who made her dress?
Is it surah silk or satin?
Is her veil real laoe?
She’s as white as the wall!
•
Wonder how much he’s worth?
Did he give her those diamonds?
He’s scared to death I
Isn’t she the cool piece?
That train’s a horrid shape!
Isn’t her mother a dowdy?
Aren’t the bridesmaids homely?
That’s a handsome usher.
Hasn’t she a cate little hand?
Wonder what number her gloves are?
They say her shoes are fives.
If his hair ain’t parted in the middle!
Wonder what en earth she married him for?
For his money, of oonrse!
Isn’t he handsome?
He’s as homely as a hedgehog!
He looks like a circus clown!
No, he's like a dancing master.
Good enough for her, any way.
She was always a stuck-up thing.
She’ll be worse than ever, now!
She jilted Sam Somebody, didn’t she?
No, he never asked her.
He’s left town au.v way.
There, the ceremony has beguD.
Isn't he awkward?
White as his collar.
Why don’t they hurry up?
Did she say she would “obey?”
What a nucleus fool!
There, they are married!
Doesn’t she look happy?
Pity if she wouldn’t!
(Wish I were in her place!)
What a handsome eoupie!
How gracefully she walks!
Dear me, what airs she puts on!
Wouldn’t be in her place for a farm!
I’ll bet those jewels were hired.
Well, she’s off her father’s hands at Iasi!
Doesn’t she cling tightly to him, though.
She has a mortgage on him now.
Hope they'll be happy.
They say she’s awful Bmart.
Too smart by a Jngful!
There! they are getting in the carriage.
That magnificent dress will be squashed!
The way she looks at him!
She just worships him!
Worship be hanged! sue a only making believe.
It’s kind o' nice to get married, isn’t it?
No, it’s a dreadful bore.
Wasn’t it a Etnpid wedding?
Wbat dowdy dresses!
I’ll never fib to another!
I’m just suffocated!
Tired to death!
Glad it’s overt
Ob, dear!

16®

34@

Morphine.3i)0@4
Oil bergamot 2 75@3
Codlivor... .176@2 00|

A man, who detected a piece o£ bark in his
sausage, visited the butcher’s shop to know
what had become of the rest of the dog.-’ The
butcher was so affected that he could give only
a part of the tale.—Louisville Courier-Journal,
"I know,” said the little girl to her elder Bis.
ter’s young man at the supper table, ‘‘that
you will join in our society for the protection
of ftttle birds, because mamma says you are
very fond of larks.”—Philadelphia Bulletin.
Connoisseur in wines (to innocent guest)—
this Chateau la Rose, my
a glass of
friend. It has been in my cellar for over twen-

‘‘Try

Innocent guest—“Has it, indeed?
What must it have been when it was new?”
—The Judge.

ty years.”

Rev. Arthur Anniceseed of Utica, is a disciand pronounced by his lady parHis
ishioners a very zephyr of poetic piety.
preaching is very delicate. LaBt Sunday he

ple of Wilde,

rehearread a portion of sacred writ detailing
“We
sal of Jonah’s submarine adventures.
come now to Jonah,” said Arthur, “who
three
in
and
the
three
nights
days
passed
whale’s—ahem—society.”—Watertown Times.
a

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.'

CHANGE

Self-Preservation. A Great medical Treatise
manhood; the Cause and Cure of ^Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, also on
the Untold miseries arising from the Excesses of mature Years. .‘10© pages. Royal S«o. The very finest
steel engravings.
126 invaluable Prescriptions, for all
acute and chronic diseases.
in
beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
Bound
Price only J.95 by mail. (New Edition.)

tllS&fcLlB

8

The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor. He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—
London Lancet.
The Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of tbe Science of Life was fairly won aud worthily
bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken from the loading journals—literary, political,
,,,

an] scientific—throughout the land.
The book la guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Thousand*! of Copies are sent by
securely sealed and post.paid, to all part*) of the
world, every month, upon receipt of price,

religous

§1.25.

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or W. H. PARK Ml, M.D.
4 Rulflncli St., Boston, Mass.
E,—The author may bo consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience.

Nov22eodtaugl3

Popularity.

ritations of the throat, diseases of the chest,
For these it is an incomparable pulmonic.

etc.

recently
ad-

now

-os-

MOJJDAy, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

PORTLAND
all stations, through to JUurliugfou, 8wanton, Montreal and Ogdens
burg.
2.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate sta
tions.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.00 a. m.—From Fsbyan’e and Bartlett.
0.00 p. in.- From Burlington and Swanion.
d. HAMILTON. Snp't.
decSdtf
Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.

On and after Monday, Dei*. 5th, FiiMengcr
Trains will ran as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax mid the Province**
and all stations onfi, & N. A. Railway,
12.55, and f 11.15 pm.; St. Andrew*, St. ftteFredericton, Aroontook
Count},
looacheud Isake, and all stations on II. A
Piacatnqui* R« 1&«. 111.15 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Raelaport, Dexter, HetfuM rind
Skowbegau, 12.4.5 p. m., 12.55 p. m., $13.15 p.
a oj.
12.45 p. m„ 12.55
m. Wsterville,
in. Saturdays only,
p. m., 11.15 p. rj. an<1 6.15
AugiiMtii, Hallowed, Gardiner, Richmond, m&d Urnuywick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
in., 5.15 p. dj.. til.16 p m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1 2.65 p. m..6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
<v
(Lincoln
R. E5., 7.00 a. m.. 12.5b p
fa.: lubtiru mid Lcwintou, 12.45 p. m..
m.
T*ewit»con
via Krnnvwkb 7.00
6,05 p.
a. m., HI.15 p. m.;
Farmin^raa, Phillip**,
Lain
Momnouih.
ftungeley
Wloihiop.
We*» Wotervilie and North
12.45 p. ai.,
?»wou
6?«roi;»uyt«>u rin
Sirnnr- wick, 7.00 a. m.

Shen,

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND aurt B0STOK,
From Halifax, 8.16 a m., 2.45 p. in., eft.
0 00 p. m.; Eloultou, 0.00
John, 8.16 «■
a. m.;
8i. PUephen, 9.45 a. m.; uuek*pori«
5.30 a. m., 5. p. m.; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 17.46
id.; Dexter, 7.05 a. m., 4.40 p. m.; Helfn*i,
a. m., 2.50 p. m.; 8kowheg*n, 8 20 a. m.
S..35
2.40 p. m.: Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.66, flO.OO
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m. <Mondays only) Augu*ta,

_

parrot has been convicted of
must hunt around for
to pay a flue of $25.

An Albany

6.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., 110,65 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. in., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m..
111.14 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunwwick, 7.25 a. m., 11.43 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland.
8.20 a. in., 1.35 p. m. I^ewiMtou, 7.20 a. m., I

slandering a lady, and
some one

“Beauty can draw,
U1U

time

siDgle

a

single hair,”

with a

UUVUgU)

{TVCV.

AM

HUU

says

WU»OU

LIEBIG COMPANY’S

WA

Beauty.—Philadel-

heir draws

phia News.

(irmington, 8.20 a. ra.; Wimlarop 10.25
being due in Portland aa follows: The
morning trains from Angusta and Bath.
Tbo day trains
8.85 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and

The worst of all diseases are Kiduey Complaint and Dyspepsia. The best of all medi
cines for these diseases is “Elixir of Life Root,”

FINEST AND CHEAPEST
MEAT-FLAVOURING
STOCK FOR SOUPS,
boon for which Nations should foci grateful.” MADE DISHES Sc SAUCES.
die.

Is a success and a
—See Medical Press, Lancet, British Medical Journal,
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers and Chemists.
SoleAgonts for the United States (wholesale only) 0. David &
43, Mark Lane, London, England.

PATTTTOW
ftavimfiA fYNT.Y
OflLY with
Wltn
LAUUUH.—Uenuine

Co., lac-simile 01 Baroil Liebig’s Signatore in Bine Ing across Label.

a. m.

morning.
Limitod Tickets Iftrat and decent! class for
Ritil Hniifax «a sale at reduced

(SrSJToIiB
rate*.

PAYSON TUOKEB, Snp’t.
Portland, Dec. Eth, 1881.
dec2
dtf

BOSTON & MAINE RAIL MO Al?

INSURANCE

ELIXIR

.......

...

Sanford’s Radical Cure
INSTANLLY RELIEVES
as

Dock.
No. i..
No. 3..
No. 10.
No. 8.
10 oz.
Pish.

90$3

i
Hpices.
I Cassia, pure. 30

@37

@33

|$24

00

@32

j(Cloves..40 @42
|i Ginger..10 @12

@17

@21 IIMace. ®0@1C0
85® 95
1I Nutmegs.
Pepper. 20$ 22
Cod, per qtl.,
H
torch.
L’ge Shore .4*75@5 001
(Laundry,.,. 6%@ 9
L’ge Bank....
@
..

Shot.
I
@ 7%
PoIIock.3 60@4 26;(Drop.
'Buck.
Haddock.
@
$ 8%
Teas.
2 25®2 50 I|
Hake
ISouohong
25$ 45
Herring

@

Smai.

...

....

Shore, #bbl.. 0 00@0 00 [Oolong. 26$
RaslI
£>hox. ‘22(a) 25
do choice. 45@
No.
16@20 [Japan,. 26$
oow
Maokt el,^bbi.
I uo cuoice.
Tin.
Bay No. 1.
Strait .... ..20
i
@
Bay No. 2..
Large 3 ....0 00@ 0 GO'I English .25%l
Shore No. 119 00@21 00 Char. L0.. 7
No. 2.10 50@ 12 00 Char. LX... 9
8 50@ 9 50 Terne, ..6 71
No. 3.
Coke.6 01
Small.
@
Clam bait...
Antimony... II
@
dSunpowder.
4 00@ 4
Blasting
Sporting.... 6 25@ 6
....

80
50

A PL RELY BALSAMIC
Distillation of witch hazel, American pine, Canada
fir, marigold, clover blossoms, etc. Sweet, safe,

bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Dr. Sanford’s Inhaler, inAsk for Saxone package, of all druggists, for $1.
fobd’s Radical Cube.
WEEKS & POTTER, Bgfston, Mass.
One

effective.

ELECTRICITY

ou

Gentle,yet Efffecttve, united
with Healing Balsam, render

COLLINS’ VOTAIC PLASTERS one hundred times superior to all other plasters
for every Pain, Weakness and
Inflammation.
Price 35
cents.
Sold everywhere.

Zinc.8

Tobacco
61
Beet brands.
Medium....
SI
00 Common....
SI
00 Hall lb.

dTh&M2w

Hay.
PresM £tonl5 00@17
Loos©.14 00@17
Straw.11 00@13 00 Nat'lLcaf...
81,
Tarnish.
Damar.176(
Coach. 2 26(
Furniture
1 SOI
...

H. M.

drain.
old Corn,

76@76

car lots
New Corn,

lots,

car

ARCHITECTS.

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dnst Deposit,
Rheamatism, Dyspepsia, Female
Complaints, and all Diseases
of the Urinary Organs.
Druggist

Hold

1,000 Bottles
Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.

has

over

I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.
and One Bottle Cured Him
Nearly
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittbedge, Agent Elixir of Life Root.
Dear Sir—Having Buflered Intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried varlons medicines without obtaining relief. I was induced to try a bottle of your
ELIXEROF LIFE ROOT, and it affords mo pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles X have ever seen
that before taking your medicine X had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try vonr valuable medicine.
T. it. mcmaln.
Truly yonra,
A* a SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT BAS NO EQUAI,.

INSURE

.

AGAINST

MARINE

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon

as

J. W. KITTRED6E, Agent,

ROCKLAND, MAINE.
O'-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_^i
eod&wly22
Je

Premiums

on

Policies not marked off
1881..

Jamaica^lOO

Lemons.
Choice
Messina.3 50@4 50 Good.
Palerraoc.3 o0@4 50 Store.
Cheese.
Malaga.2 76@3 00

Maine.12
7armont... .12
25 N Y Factory.12

Nuts.
Peanuts—

Wilmington.1 75@2
Virginla....2 00@2 26
@
9@10c
Castana.y !b.
Walnuts
12Va@15c
Filberts
12V2@15c
Pecan
l2Va@16o
Tennessee...

POWDER
PureB

Absolutely

powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cam. Koyai, Bakikg Powijek Co.,
This

7%®
Apples.
Perbbl.3 26@3 60
Cooking.2 60@8 00
Evaporated.14@16

Dried Western....6%®7
do Eastern
0M>«E7
Potatoes.
bush:—
Early Hose,
Houlton..
@100
Maine Central...
@1 00
Grand Trunk.,.. @1 00
Proliflcs. Eastern.@1 00
...

Grand Trank..
@95
Jacksons.. @85
The above prices art for car lots of Potatoes; small
ots about 5c higher.

Total Marine Premiums.....

$5,627,021

Portland Daily Press Slock List.
Corrected by Woodbury & Moultok, Investmen
Cankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value Offered. Ask
Descriptions.
State of Maine Bonds.
...115
..117
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
120
Portland City Bonds, aid R. R....... 107
121
Bath City Bonds.100
102

GINGER TONIC
A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not lake
Intoxicating stimulants, butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumaism, KidneyComplaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves,Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier

Anthems, Choruses, or Glees, cost fie ts. to
eaoh, and are very largely nsea for occasional
singing. The following are excellent and practical
instructive works, and are called “Primers,” but
are really a great deal more :

arate
lOcts.

3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Singing. By Kandwger.2.00

By Pauer.1.00
60
Harmony.
By Stainer.
Instrumentation. By Pront.1.00
Violin. By Tours.1.00
50
musical Terms. By Stainer.
1.00
10, Composition. By Stainer...
musical Form.

And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or

any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
you up from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
■f CAUTION!—Refuse all substitutes. Parker's Ginger Tonic U
composed of the best remedial agents In the world, and Is entirely
i different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hiscox & Co., N. Y. 50c. & $1 sizes, at dealers In drugs.
GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

..

..

..

20 years...109
Calms City Bonds. .109
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 69
Canal National Bank.100....161
First National Bank.100.... 160
Casco National Bank.100.... 160
Merchant’s National Bank... 75—120

Bangor City Bonds,

National Traders’Bank.100....168
Portland Company. 90
Portland Gas Company....... 60.... 67
Ocean Insurance Company ...100.... 106

A. ft K. R. R. Bends. 112
Maine Central R. R. Bonds 7’s.120
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100.... Ill
Potland ft Ken. R. R. Bonds.100.112
Rnmford Falls ft B R. B, Receiver
1st 7s.108
Portland ft Ogdensburg R R 1st, 6s.. 107

..111
.111
61
..163
..161
..161
..121
..160
..95
..62
..

..109
..118
121 %
..113
..

118

Price $1.50.

By Wm. Horatio Clarke. Anth-

ems of rare beauty, which will be
choir that adopts them.

favorites with any

Its rich and lasting fragrance has made this
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There
is nothing like it. Insist upon having Floreston Cologne and look for signature of

MASON & HOADLY’S System for Beginuers. $3.25
MASON A HOADLY’S Method for Pianoforte. 3.75
Two famous methods
forte teachers in the

method!

by two of the best pianocountry.
Begin with one

Bud with the other!

every bottle.

on

can

gj

The

supply you.

LARGE

Any druggist

or

dealer In

and 75 cent sizes,
SAVING BUYING
25

75c.

perfumery

SIZE.

OLIVER D1TS0N &
feb21

CO.,

2s.107

..109

3s.108

110

TTli&S&wtf

jan24

eod&wly

FARM

a

Falls—containing

STEPHEN

land,
Tillage, pasture

5*5

acres

of

and

fflcokj

well divided into
and Woodland with 2 acreBof Marsh, 'ihere is a
young and thrifty orchard upon the place containing 110 trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildings, with a never tailing supply of water. Geod
soil, easily worked, free from rocks, splendidly loThis is one of
cated and handy to a good market.
the test farms in the Town and very desirable to
any one wishing a farm. I will sell or exchange
for real estate situated in Portland on favorable
terms. If not sold on or before April 9th, I will be
prepared to “Lease” for a term of years. Reason
for selling—I have other business and cannot attend
to it. For terms &c., address or apply to W. H.
GREEN, No. 34 Emery St., Portland Me.

BERRY,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
48 Exchange St.

BBjON BRADBURY,
COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

J

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

f

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

j.

ble for
be had

business.
Apply to J. D.

a broker, or the insurance
on favorable terms.

den, Adm’r.,
feblS

or

It may

FessenWin. H.. I orris, Eeal Estate Agent.

and professional men all over the
for all these reasons is entitled to your

country,

ness

epidemics.
IT

IS

A

HOME

COMPAIVV.

POLICIES!
fll policie
INCONTESTIBLE
issued after Nov. 16, 1881, are incontestible after
three years from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, ana is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
Whenever
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amotmt to the sum insured, the poli-

cy becomes
ment.

payable

at

once

as a

matured endow-

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.

COUNSELLOR

U

AT LAW,
399% Congress Street

SETH

{

L

promptly

upon

upproviu

uy

days—and without rebate

L

of

SMITH, Secretary,

L

COUNSELLOR AT

Willi

|

L

I

to

Portland,

WANTED.

A

FOR

No. 23 Market Square. In
22 Market Square
dec29 dtf

AMES, No.

Duplex, Oxford

For Sale Wholesale and Itetail.

BUSINESS

dtf

WILBUR F. LUNT.

I

L

ATTORNEY

SALE~
13. B. & r. W. LOCKWOOD,

WINES &

229 1-2 niODIjK STREET,
Portland, TIaine,
febO

eod d2m

Me.

LIQUORS

•( all hinds, in the

WM. A. QUINCY, Room It, Printer*
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

Pattern and Model Maker.
I. I. BAROIJB, 3a Crow St., Portland

Office Build in

0. P, MATTOCKS,

yIII

COUNSEL LOR

AT

LAW,

31% Exchange S
JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

M

85

Exchange St.

JAMES O’DONNELL,

I)
U

COUNSELLOR

r%

tt

«

AT

LAW,
119% Exchange St.

nntwr

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

100

Bray

Exchange Street.

& dyer,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW.
100

ORIGINAL

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

[J

93

Excban^St

FRANK W. R0BIN30N,

1

[j

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

34 Exchange

a. m

12.30

From Chicago*
12.30 p. m.

Montreal

and

Street

BV—

LAW,
38

lflFOBE ST., PORTLAND UK.

and 1.10 p.

m.

*

Canada} Detroit, Chicago, Millwaukce
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Franciaco,

and all points in the

^

NonliweSf, West and Southwest.

Portland and Worcester Line,
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER B. R.
Train* will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
and
1.05 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning ioavo
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
ra., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p.
zn.

For Clinton.
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nuttbua, Lowell, Windham, and Kpping at 7.30 a. to. and 1.05 p. m,
For Manchester, Concord and point* Nort^, at
1.05 p. in.
For Rochcmter, Springraie, Alfred, Wat*
erboroand Saco River.7.30 a. m», 1.05
p. m«, and (mixed) at 0.30 p. to. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. mu 11.24
a. m.. and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
i?or a.orbum, Sacearappn, Cnnsberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford5**,
Mill**,
at7.30 a. su., 8.05, 6.‘J0 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. ro.
The 8.05 p. to. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Uooaac Tunnel Rome for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York yia N«rwich Line, and all rail.
viawaringaejrt, alsowitnj*. 5. A R. s-;. 1{.
R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhilndetBaltimore, Washington, and the
oath and with Boston & Albany R, R. for
the W est.
Close connections, made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Mo. Central R. K., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. K.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins & Adams’ No. S3 Eschar ge Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
•J. W. PET'Flits, COE. Tic he ^ Agent.
GKO. P. W2-.
dec3dtt
f. Supt.

Bound Brook Route.
New

31% Exchange St

BYRON D. VERR1LL,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
191 Middle St.

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

MTJ8IC

Most Central Station in

H.

Philadelphia & Reading: R. R.

Express Trains,
sure

AND

HARMONY.

Double

BROOK.

PIANO AND ORGAN.

Stockbridge’s
A. E.

)

Music

Store.

PENNELL,

fOICR, SINGING IN ALL BRANCHES
Tenor Soloist, 98 Park Stroet
EST AB LISHEDIN

mhSddtf

81.,

1

)37

f

Park Bow.

NEW VOKK
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in
I j fewspaperg in the United States and British Prov
1 ices.

KOCPE.

{££££*, *£00

Gen.

Pass. Agent C.R.K. of N.J,

W. W. SHARPE ft CO.,

Advertising A rents,

8. ?I. PETTEVGILL & CO.’S

BOSTON.)

steam

NEW I f«LANDA«EHCI,
319 Washffigton Street, Boston.
II. P. BALDWIN,

1849.

Advertising Agency,

or

Fj&jEUES,

New York and PhlRlalphla

H. MURRAY,

Track, Stone Balias

to bnr rickets (at any rallrct.d
boat office In New England) via

BOUND

KOTZSGHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN

Philadelphia

NINTH AND C4KEEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Be

/
\

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YQOK rni.\^«y

Exchange St

TKA.C.YTI£R8

m.

12.30 and

leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
(Through Pullman Sleeping

trail

a

leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland .t
m).
Tffei oaj;^ uckeu «uall points Wcwi k«...
:<*«* ifc
mi»j <>t> bad of J. M. FT. nch. Ticket Master,
Eastern R»i --ad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
Cars

on

trains

40 Exchange ntreet.
Pullaui
i*
Ticket* for Bean*
Brrtluxtix
Ovpot Ticket Office.

a.d

■

LU0IL8 TUTTLE,
General Passenger and 1 Kket Agem
D. W. SANBORN, M if-ter Trans pc nation
deco

D. ».

*

PA Ilk BOW,

any

V. MI* It, Agent,
15 State Street, Boston, Mass.

feb20dtf__'_

General fteean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
For the convenience of purchase* s of Ocean Tickets. 1 have opened an office for the sale of such
tickets by nearly all tbe most prominept and popular steamship lines, of all classes, Cabin, Second
Cabin. Intermediate ami Stesrago, outward and
prepaid, to and from all parts of England, ScotNorland, Ireland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden,
best and
way, France and Belgium, by the largest,
fastest steamers, over tlie safest and most comfortable route across the Atlantic ocean, thus combining speed, safoty and comfort.
TickvlN «mward and prepaid ssld at
lowrwC r«U h.
K£rouor’»
Al.o Exchange in- i
-and IfcichmnrliM ia muuim to *u»l.
The patronage cf a;l old friends and ticket purchasers is solicited. Cabin plans, sailing schemes,
circulars, &c., to be seen, and all other information
given on application to

J. L.. FARTHER,
No*

jan21dtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. Cl

B. A3X.HOAD.

CALIFORNIA,

FOB
Leave Canton for Portland and
Lewiston. 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.80
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexioo, Dixfieid,
Porn, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OT18 HAYFORD, 8upt.
dec3 <?tf
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881,
____

**

STEAMERS.

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly

Agent,

22 Exchange Street.

P. ©. Box <»©.

Rumford Fails & Bucfciield

Maine

^

Siierlin^;

4tf

Line to New fork.

JAPAN, CHINA,
Zcainod tad
Amiraiia.
splendid steamers sail from New
Fork
10tl>, 2Gtb and 30th cf caob month
carrying passengers and freight for San Franoisco
ns below.
S. S. City of Para, Feb. 20 | 8. 8. Colon,... March 1
8. 8. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
March 10.
For freight or passage atea and chc luHeft infer
mation, apply to the General Eastera Agents,
C. I.. BARTIiKTT Ac CO.,
119 Stnti1 Sfreri, coi. Brsml Si., ESwton.
or to V7. D. LITTLE A 00.,
81 13*••'■^0 20 St., Portland.
Je38dtf

lalands, New

Hu4wf«h
Thfe

new as
on the

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
fToruaau, every jiuiMWAi »nu iquhw/aj.hi, d

i. M., and leave'Pier 37, Eaat River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The?e steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 55; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
osoe. For further information apply to
HENRY POX, General Agent, Portland.
J. P. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 23
Excaange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdec6dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

Cosk’N Ornud Excursion* leave New York,

April 27th, June 8th. and July 1st, 1882. Full
particulars iu special Pamphlet, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steamers.
Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual traveled in Europe, by all

reduced rates.
Cook’s Excursionist, with Maps, by mail 10
cents. THOS. COOK & SON, 201 Broadway, N. Y.;
197 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
feb4eod4m
C. A.
BARATTONI, Manager.
routes at

v

WOLFE’S
«

mm- Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.

teamers!
FARE $1.00.
Ths .avorite Steamer, Forest City and John
Brooke will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expanse
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
J0P* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for Bale at very low rates.

Freight

taken

as

usual.

J.B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N.B., Halifax, TV. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

As a general beverage and cecessaiy
corrective cf water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causer,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Cos per &c,the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
nUipr jilrohollf nrenaration.

A nubile
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, Its unsolicited cndor ment by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
~

TWO

TRIPS
ON

PER

WEEK.

ANB AFTER

MON-

DAY, NOV. 98th. Steam-

will
Leave Railroad Wharf,
every
street,
Monday,
at 6 p. m.,
for Eastport
and
of

ers

foot
and

this

Line

State

of

Thursday,

18 BEAYER

St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand Henan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Picton, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falla, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Connties, and Prinoo Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p.

and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Slate Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HEK-

Ker-Freight

8EY,

m.

President, and Manager

nor24dtf

Boston

STREET,

Wharfage.
From
Wharf.

Long
d-Fton, 8 p.
From Fine 8-r.ef Wharf,
Philadelphia, at If a. m
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and 8outh
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission,
rnwngo Eislit Dsllart. Rsnad Triplll,
Meals and Room lnelnded.
For Freight or Passage apply to
R. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
to Leas Wharf, Bntes

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.

NEW l'OKK

Advertisements written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free ofa *
The leading Daily and
ehly Newspapers of tn
United States and Canada, kept on file for the accommodation of Advertisers.

We have just completed the most beautiful anti
complete edition of
Chambers Encyclopaedia,

published. No

(12 by 8 inches)

pages

and Gold with clasps. This edition has been
published with the view of including all the latest
American additions (about 16,000 topics) by our
American editors thus making it the most complete
work of the kind in existence. No family should be
without it, and no library should be without it, for
it is a library of universal knowledge iu itself. The
usual price for this work has always been about
$60, without the additions, but as we do all our own

printing and binding, we are enabled to offer the
complete (18 vols) in cloth for $10. In Maclasps
again,
opportunity'

work

for $15. This is
roon Russia and Gold with
and
which may never occur
an
we would suggest to tho3e who would like to obtain
On
the work, to send their oraers
receipt of price by Post Office order, we will send

immediately.

bv express nicelv packed in substantial case to your
address free of further charge.
All orders addressed to

Wynkoop& Harper,
ST.,

48 BLEECKER

York..

New

November 35th.

feb28

The

Steamer LEWISTON,
DEERING.
Master. will leave Railroad Wharf,
<&>;■ nwimWffiSnSn?B Portland,
every
Friday
evening,at It. 15o’clock,far Kocklnad, Cantine, Deer Inle, Sedgwick. So. West Harbor. Bar Harbor, Millbririge, Jonrvport
and Mnchianport.
Returning, leaves Machiasporfc, every Mon
Morning, at 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
at
Rockland with Sanford 8. 8.
Connects
Co. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and
River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue till) and Ellsworth. At Bar H&rber with
steamer for L&moine and Sullivan. At Sodgwick
with staye for Bine Hill.

t»CHARLES

dlw

vA I Annn. Jwjs ucammim
cleanses
Effectually
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals tbo
sores and restores the

day

Coming West,
onnects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings tor Portland,
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.

Nov. 23,1881.

Baltimore,

wm

n

TRIP PER WEEK.

.ffZJZ

JOHN

has been spared to

expense

the most reliable CycloreallyItis,
is printed in large type from
new electrotype plates, on the most superior paper,
aud magnificently bound in 18 octavo volumes
each in Maroon
of about 1000

Arrangements.

Commend^;
ONE

Opportunity

Russia

m.

Winter

m

SELDOM OFFERED.

make it what it
in existence.

Leaves ^ach Port Every Wednesday and
Saturday.

de8I*

An

„

paedia

PHILADELPHIA

Mo

NEW YORK.

ever

Direct Steamship Line.

-BETWEEN-

& STROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LAW

3

Boston, at 8.30 a.
in.

—AJTJ>-—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Exchange St

STROUT, GAGE

3

e Slate

Importers,

On trains leaving
7.00 p.m. and

74. EXCHANGE STREET

San

from

England

Train* leave Boston.
At 8.30 n. on. aud arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. in. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. id. At 7.00 p. id. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
•
Pullman Parlor Carat.

nov23-dtf

Norfolk &

I

Washington

Steamship Line,
will sail

HOPKINS,

i.iWRPATR

one

of their

are

by

nov24

druggists

d&wly48

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
The Great

TRADE

v uiuu,

ss/fcsiflK^BWP

Premature Grave.
our pamphlet, which wo desire to
free by mail to cvenr one. g3p**The Specific Medicine is
■old by all druggists at »l per package, or six packages for f'»
or will bo lent fr«« by mail on receipt of tho money, by

|3p*Fun particulars in

lend

addressing

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

BETSold in Portland, by IYed. A. Turner, 221 Congress SL,
uxuTloiaij V Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.
ang29dlyr

WM.

M.

1’ .’inters’

111

The steamers of

Liverpool.

The vessels

are

Clyde

built, full powered and have superior accommodation for cabin aod steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
BROOKLYN, Capt. I.indall.2d March.
ONTARIO, Capt. Williams.16th Feb.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March.
HATES OF

PASSAGE.
o’abin. $50.00 Gold.
Cabin return.
$90.00 Gold.
For passage, &c„ apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trufifc Freight Oftl:es, foot of India street.
decs dtmayl

MARKS,

Book, Card, id JoD Printer

•
this Line will
run during the winter season
between
this port and
fortnightly

#

rauiuiuni

BEFORE TAKIM.c“^metTo“2dc'ar AFTER TAHR8.

and berths.

DOMINION LINE.

MARK

Seminal Weakness,
Impotcncy, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of Selfof
Abuse; as
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness

By

SAMPSON, Gen. Agent, S3 Central
Wharf, Boston.
novL'-dtf

Eng-_

MARK^Remedy. ’"TRADE

Norfolk and Baltimore.

E.

A
w

ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

steamships
WM. CRANE,
w MrnVp
BERKSHIRE.

Allnntic Const Cine and Seaboard Air
Cine. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland dfc Seaboard Coasting Co. and
Potomnc S. H. Co. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETS to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through Tickets to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9.00 first class; $7.00 second class, including in efts

ply by the little finger

UAV retire

r»

ington st.

realized

HAY FEVER- hi to the nostrils. On
50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
receipt of
wholesale and retail
land

first-class

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
VIRGINIA,
TENNESSEE,
CAROLINAS,
FLORIDA.
GEORGIA,
ALABAMA,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, and ARKANSAS,
By Vs., Tran. *V Ga. Air Cine. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Wash-

of

taste and
results
by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Uneqnaledfo
colds in the head.
Agreeable to use. Apsense

8mell;beneficial

ALLEGHANKY,
every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to

COUNSELLORS AT

Through

points.

uehec,

THOMAS & BIRD,

PACKAGES,

—FOR SADR

R. STANLEY & SON,
•

m., and

Biain,

Exchange St.

THOMAS B. REED,

IMPORTED

Book Binders.

FOR SALE.

LAW,

AT

Post

G. E. JOSE & 60.

DIRECTORY.

a.

1881, Paasenger

61% Exchange Street.

a

dtf

ern

m.

p.

Stockbridge’2 Music Store.

oelO__

preferred.

STOCK and fixtures of a first-class grocery
and provision store, situated In the eastern
of
Good reathe city, doing a good business.
part
sons for selling.
Address for 30 days GROCER,
care letter carrier No. 3.
feb 3 dim*

THE

le

WINDOW
quire of W.U
Me.

Oorhana, 8.3Q,

9.40

ABBANGEDENT.
On and after Monday, Dec. 5,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

U
If

and Harvard Burners.

lo Let.

_WANTS.

Exchange Street.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

jL

Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
English

Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern and West-

WINTER

Fitted complete with the
HOUSE

ARRIVALS.

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30
12.30, 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.

LAW,

COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange
Sj^et.

ffeautful Pottery
Centre*.

Limoges,
LoHgwy,
Japanese,

Cumberland St., 341, in flrstInquire at 31 Pine St.
dtf

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m..
12.35 and 5.15 p. m.
For OorhaiU} 7.30 a. m„ 1. 30 and 6.16 p. m.
For Crorhani}'4.00 p. in., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago} 1. 30

eo

TABLELAMPS

on

17th,

oct!7dtf

LOCKE & LOCKE,

ELEGANT

TO LET.
to let

LAW,
Middle Street.

34

f

(ga/id &,ii/wie’b)

after

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent,

W. A, MORRIS, Agent tor Portland.
dtf

reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
dll

class repair.
Afeb9

d3w*

CAPABLE Cook, A Protestant
Enquire at 003 Congress St.
feb28

AGENCY,
Ferris, manager.

dec3

Market Square. Portland.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts

AT

R» 1 «i<i Water Lines.
Rates and Bills Lading given
to Philadelphia.
point in New
For Rates and information apply to
all

St.

run a*

J. J. LYNCH,

tne loss

President.

and

Exchange Street.

199

I

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth,
Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Hockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At f. IO p- «n. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with

dtf_

MONDAY, OCT.
follows:
ON 1881} train* will

J. LARRABEE,
COUNSELLOR

I*Ixi3 adelplila.
Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines to
Charleston, f*. C., Washington, B. C., and

p. m.
At 8,45

UUnlUU

Trunk-Railway of Canada.

Denver,

P.

ready for ocenpancy In Portland station, at 9.00
m. and is attached to this train for
Boston,
(Suuday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

p.

To

LAW,

1U0

NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

TO LET.
TuTh&Sly

AT

interest!

JOH"f B. DE WITT,
DANIEL SHARP, Vice President,

1U.

j/.

Tickets Sold at Rednced Rates 1

L. LARRABEE,
COUNSELLOR

I

9 a. m.
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special Sleeping Oar will be

-AND-

COUNSELLOR

ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay cur death
men:

ati i.w

*»

direct to

Portland.

Trains leave

PASSENGER OFFICES

Exchange Street

onueotiaa with

At

m.

on

Grand

LAW.

AT

AARON B. HOLDEN,

fi

consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CLES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, aud cannot be seriously affected by

6.00 p.

n. m.

LAW,
199 M ddl Street.

93

and

Dvauuuo

Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers ranine between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohias, Eaatport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also ccnneol with Grand Trank
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Eawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to aU points West and
South may be bad of IH. 1.. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T, FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dec2
dtf

CLARENCE HALE,

H

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estabished over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest in
surance authorities and the most prominent busi-

u»j

ouu

for Portland at

From

COUNSELLOR AT

Sarreguemlnes”

ang

ruutf,

n.

M. P. FRANK,

r

POBTLAN®, MAINE.

OF

New

DEPARTURES:

L

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

FRESCO PAINTERS,

Je2

Exchange Street.

93

172 Middle Street.

INSURE

Lines for

CHAJfGEOF TIME.

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

0

UNION MUTUAL

JOST & MORTON,

Price,

Exchange Street

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
OOUNKLLORS AT LAW,
30 Exchange Street

-IN THE-

February 20tb, 1882.feb21 dtf

Stores 67 and 09 Exchange Street
A EE offered for sale, to close an estate. The central location of this property makes It desira-

R. ANTH01NE,

4-2% Excnango Street.

No. 37 Plum Street.

ta

Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

J. F.

farm

LAW,

31% Exchange Street

CORRESPONDENT.
feb4dlmteodllm&w(5wO
Feb. i, 1882.

MAINE STATE

situated in the
Yarmouth, on the Freeport Road—about Va mile from the
I have
Town of

AT

CJOHN 0. COBB,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

MUNCER,

WHY YOU SHOULD

oonnects with all Bail

train

uun.vu

COUNSELLOR

AW.

J. I>. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

PORTLAND:

Parlor Car Seats sccnred in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
gWTho 1.10 p. m. train from Portland conneots
with Sonud Line Steamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.

0. ANDREWS,

34

16G FORE ST.

m.

York and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for

After Proof.

ESTATE.

FOR SAFE.

Cumberland

the

LEAVE
PORTLAND
BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
p. m., arriving at Boston at

Pine Point.Old Orchard Beach, and Ken.
nebnnk,at 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 5.30 p.m. (See
Note.) For Saco and Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
l. 10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.46 a.
For
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
North Berwick, Salmon Falls, Breat Falls, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and l.owell,
at 8.45 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For
Rochester, and Farmington, N. II., at 8.46
For Alton Bay,
a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. H., (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a.m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebnnk for
Portinnd at 7,25.
BTNOTE-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point, Old Orchard Beach, Kennebuuk or Wells,
except to take passengers lor Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and

Trains

Thirty Days C

Paid in

HENRY D.

BUSINESS CARDS.

of

183 Middle

0

REAL

member*

committee, without waiting the customary ninety

108

108%

are

40 PERCENT.

Claims

Boston.

following

AS.

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881

OUR

..110

Portland Water Co., Is.106%
"
"

CLARKE’S ANTHEMS AND RESPONSES.

LAWYERS.

Bar Association:

Six Per Cent Interest on Oatstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.

Losses

SURVEYOR,
Street

57

$13,165,466.40.

count

PARKER’S

BITSOIV A CO., are the sole agents for the
United State* for the magnificent Novello List of
Oratorios, Operas, Glees, Part Songs, Ao. The sep-

Rudiments of mnsic. By Cummings. $ 50
Art of Piano Playing. By Pauer.... 1.00
80
The Organ. By Stainer.

of its superior
cleanliness and purity.
It contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always

ND

and after Mandav, Dec.
fSSt, Passenger Trains

—=-"““FOB
(Express,) and 3.80
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.80, 3.30 p, m„
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and 8.00
Portland far Scarborough Beaeb,
p. m-

1.10 p.

ASSETS,-

on ac~

Restores the Youthful Color to Grey or Fated Hair
Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co., N. Y.
if.
50c. and $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs and medicines.

NOVELLO!
1.
2.

ksimilar article,

|

feblSd&wly

New York.

:Skims.

This elegant dressing
is preferred by those
whohave usedit, to any

f

10

»

J. W.

HAIR BALSAM.

0. JORDAN,
CIYH ENGINEER AH

1,587,534 47

January,

..

PARKER'S

E.

184 Middle

1881.$4,039,487

..

*4KlNc

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

|
J

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1881, to 31st December,
1st

h. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,
180% Middle Street.

water borne.

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

..

Lars.
Fruit
Mnsc’tl Raisins2 70(53 60 Tub, V fc....ll%@12
London LayereS 10(a;3 15 i Tloroet.ft. V-11%@H%
Valencia
11@ 11*4 Pall. 1214@12%
Turkish Prunes.7^4(®8e
Beans.
French Prunes. 121A@14 Pea.3 7E@3 80
Mediums.3 61
Oranges.
Palermos ©bx 2 25(53 00 Yellow Ev«2..31i
Butter.
Messina.^box.3 25@3 60
Valencia ©case6 00@7 00 Creamery.
2 50(5:3 00 cut EdgeVennom

Kohas.

ONLY.

RISKS

Dead

Elixir of Life Root Company,

F. H. FASSETT,
ARCHITECT,
Centennial BloeS, 93 Exchange Street.

I

Oh

5>

EDUCATIONAL.
f

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
___

iTw^OmU

NEW FORK

OF

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Live Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as

73@74

63
Wheats...78 25^9 00 Oat*,
I Sacked Bran
Michigan Win00®24 00
Mids..
27 00
ter best.7 00.§7 25 j
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
bag lot* 84 60
Michigan. ...6 75@7 00
78
St. Louis WinCorn,bag lot*..
76
ter fair.... 7 25@760 Meal, T‘
"
66
Winter good.. 7 5057 75 Oate,
26 00
Winter best... 8 00@8 26 Bran,
28 00
Produce.
Mide,
18w
Sweet potatooaS 25@5 GO Eye,
Provisions.
Turkeys. 16@18
Beef..11
11
60
00®
Mess
Chickens.
12@14
ExMe«B..12 25®12 50
Fowl.
10@11
2i
Plate.14
22@23
Eggs.
Ex Plate..l4 7l
Onions,© bbl. 3 00@3 25
PorkOrnbernes, P' bbl
22 00
Backs....21 7
Maine. 9 00(5)10 00
Cape Cod,12 00@15 00 Clear.20 7. *1 00
Mesa.18 60® 19 00
Sugar.
Granulated. 9% Hams.ll»/i®12
Extra 0. 9% Bound Hogs.... 9%@10

pun

Mutual Insurance Co.

A

30

i

ATLANTIC

THE BANNER

IN CHRONIC CATARRH
It oleanses the nasal passages of foul mucus, restores the senses of smell, taste and hearing when
affected, frees the head, throat and bronchial tubes
of offensive, choking matter, sweetens and parities
the breath, stops the coogh, and arrests the progress
of Catarrh toward Consumption.

25
50

FlourSuperline.5 00|i6 00
Extra Spring. .6 2 > &6 60
XXSpring....? U 5 7 60
Patent Spring

LIFE ROOT!

nose and eyes, prevents ringing noises in
cares Nervous Headache and subdues
Fever.

...

H. Grass bu.. 2

violent Sneezing or Head Colds, clears the
by magic, stops watery discharges from the
the head,
Chills and

The most

head

m

PROFESSIONAL
-AND-

VOZ.VSIYY BAHBOAD,
forwarded
end
received
daily to FALL
Freight
RIYER, there connecting with the Clyde Wteamand
SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY
en, sailing every

Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central B. B.
only.
t Kuna through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Buckeporfc, Sunday

.........

...

BOSTON

FROft!
la

t

dlawThl

ap28

MISCELLANEOUS

roads
at
1.C0
and
1.05 p.
The afternoon
m.
trains from
WaterriUe.
Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lewi3'.on at 5.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express tr»ia at 1.50

connecting

W®'*

Philadelphia AEngland

£

a. m.

RACT
F MEAT

The ice dealer’s little venture: “You may
talk about fine buildings, but it’s the ice-houae
that takes the cake.”—Courier-Journal.

....

(wnui railiioaii

CLYDE’S

STEAMSHIP LINE

m.—For

a.

im

“Pa, what is meant by muscular Christianity?” “I don’t know, my son, unless it is pew-

gilism.”

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

7.Q0

Thomas’ Eclkctkic Oil has obtained great
popularity, from its intrinsic value as a reliable medicine, in curing hoarseness, and all ir-

The Prince of Wales, it is said, has
taken to American whiskey, and is
dressed as “Your Ryeness."

TIME.

Until further notice passenger trains
teigtgB trtU run SB follows:
8.23

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE 6 CENTS.

mailg

OF

On and after Monday, December 3th, 1SSI,

aaleaving

SEND NOW.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the married or single of either sex can either require or -wish to know, but
wliat is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Globe.
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is tbe Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold.— Medical Times.

\r

Eastern Railroad.

Everybody Needs It.

or
on

jfNjjBH
""

~

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

258th Edition.

If the Indian question touches the conscience
of the nation, it is not likely to be asked.
—New Orleans Picayune.

Palais.

3 50@3 75 (P. Pure Lead.
li«mon_
Olive.1 25@1 76»iPure Gr*4 do. 0
3 25@3 60 (Pure Dry do..
Peppt..
6
3 00!IAm. Zinc
Wintorgreen.
broPotass
[Rochelle Yel.. 2%
Ven.Red
mide
38@ 401I Eng.
Chlorate. 20@ 26 i Red Lead.
Bice.
Iodide.2 20@2 26:
@50 [Bice,ft
6%@8%
Quicksilver..
8aleralu*.
2 40@2 45;
Quinine
@7
Kt. Rhubarb.. 76@1 6011 Saloratus. $> ftO
Halt.
Rt. Snake. 26@ 361I
Saltpetre. 10@ 161 Turk’s Island,
Senna. 15® 26 J V hhd.(bd.)l 87%@2 26
Seed.Canary..2 10@2 62 Bonaire ....2 00@2 37%
Cardamons ..2 06@3 001 Cadiz. du.pdl 76@2 12%
Soda, bi-carb.. S*f4@ 6% I[Cadiz,b’dl 37%@1 62%
Sal.2%@3
|I Liverpool.
Sulphur.3V2@ 4% |I Duty paid 1 62%@2 00
In bond.1 26@1 60
!
22j
20®
Sugai Ceau
16 ip box
White Wax... 60@ 66j Gr’nd Duttcr..
Liv.
fine sack. 1 25$ 1 75
Vitrol, blue... 11@ 121
Heeds.
Vanilla,
10@11 %
bean.12 0G@16 001I Clover, ft
Red Top, bag. 8 25@3 50

_

the Banner Kidney Remedy.

Boiled do....
1 0«®1 05
20 i^ard.
40 (Castor.1 20@1 30
00 iNeatsfoot —1 00 $1 12
001 Elaine. 62i

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS_
More than One Million Copies Sold!

Wit and Wisdom.

What the Women Say at Weddings.

Eiohanse,

Exchange St., Portland,
Fine Job Printing

Orders oy mail

or

In

n

Me.

Special!;.

person promptly atta-

Pnrtirular attention paid W H

h

Pnnphlei Printing
TaThStfil

T.

C.

EVAMS»

Advertising Agency and
Warehouse,
100

ir.lNUINGTON Si.,

Printers’
BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Typo, and all kinds ot
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publisher*’
onset price* Send for estimates.

